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: Director, L.S.I.

C
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f /i+.*.»nt.ion; TICOM). .

Subject: Interrogation of Selchow.

The attached TICGM report is t ransmitted herewith

for your information. If you consider further interrogation of

SELCHOW. I will

WILLIAM G . BARTLETT,

Lt. Col., GSC, U.S. Army,

Senior U.S. Liaison Officer.
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13/MCL/ab 3 Septeater 1>4fit !

- • - •

TO:

7: Interrogation of Selc;;ow

IDWD Detachment
c/o ?,miuay Attacno

Lon on, En. a; nn

Raval Fleet po^t Office Ho
(to be passeu to TICO*^)

1. Pursaant to request of Army Secur ty Agency, »,•-. ;:.i:.., Lon j or

ir. . orsu tion concerning Seichow of the German Ministry oi Foreign Affaire^

the inclosed report is forwarded as a pr<ai y inl-rro .r tioa report

o Seichow coxiiucttu by a representative of Army Security Agency, Europe
at Fraaki'art aa Main, 2 Septeaber 1947.

2, It ia re aesteu hat t tleaa uarters bo at vised whetner ur-
ther interrogation of Seicnow is uesireu by TI>»OM, and if so, that
specific i ueations be forwarded to this Headquarters lor nse in the
terro^ation.

in-

3.

A.r-ency,

hex---. •

A copy of the incloeea report nas been forwarded
Wai:nin^ton ana that Agency has also be
orther interrogt tion is desirable.

3 re-, aestec
to Aray Security
to aavise

Incl
Report of In terror ail n

R0BE1.T T. WALKFR
Lt. Colonel, Si.nal Corps
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TICOL/l-208

,TION REPORT ON KURT SELCHOu, FU.

SHE PERS ZS IEP/JrlTMENT OF THE

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AEFiORS.

•

Attached is a report on the interrogation of Gosandtor

Ministerdirigcnt Kurt SELCHOW, former head of "Pers ZS", the crypto-

burcau of the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs, carried tut at

Prankfurt-am-Main on 2nd September, 1947, oy Captain Mary C. EiUnE

of A.S.A. Europe,

2. The report is of general historical interest, and SELCHO'J claims

to have no technical knowledge. For detailed interrogation report

on the work of his department, including the personnel mentioned by

him on pane 10. see Ticom/l-22,

TICOM ' No. of Sheets-: 3

27th October, 1947. Ji
Copy No: 11

Distribution :-

L. 2. I« C.

1. T.

2. Z.

3. H.

4. Brigadier Tiltman.
5. L.

6. Z.

7. H.71
8. R.1 for Dr. Morgan.

9-10. Z.86.
11. L , f\ .

12-15. Ticoi.: Files.

U.S.L.O.

16. U.S.L.O.
17-20, Op- 20- 2.

21-24. .,.3.,.. Y/ashington. ) via U.S.L.O.
25. Chief, A*S.A, Europe.)
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n:T^?JlO&AEOT HLPCRT Ci: KURT 3ZLCH07, RBI

BEAD CP IBS EEBS Z2 DEPAR3M3WC OP THD GSRltAN

MINISTRY CP FQTdGN AFFAIRS*

Personal Let a:

Surnano:

Kurt Richard.

c. I^or.Ot

d« Date and ELacc cf Birth: 26 llay 1886, Qppcln, Upper ..l.sia, r.r.v.-.y.

c. :Nationality ciaiiood:

f# Occupation:

Gcrcr-aru

Fomc-r head* vn.tr. rank of Gcsandtor . :ir.i..t.r-

dirigcnt,of Cryptoburcau, ,Gcrov:n :a:.ittry of

Foreign -J^fairs.

g. Religion:

h« Description :

::oirrr.t

:

height:

Build:

! angclicaU

JSpprcxiroatcly 6 ! 2".

— —v.^«.y i pc

Ziir., till.

— ^— •

Hair: S - - itly gpey and thinning,

— • L^ot roro ... t _.aar_:; : V'oaol ooi ;Vrxur2, ^chulauorotz v.

3 . tr.or: Lr/.-itor ot

Brothers;

... o:

3r.il or :n:

^i.r.tity aocor.nnt.o

Urr-a (gpberen Schultz).

Ino aviator, Gitta. 1 -
f

Certificate ef identity frcn Offioc of Chief cf

laor.to: icotion card.

1912 tc the Signal C-r^o
Od~r. He served with t

it jr. tlao tr: .o. TT/L .

b d painted out to the

try of Fore

SKLCHC j Kort laavard was burr. 2o Llay, Vzi , in
rr .ar*j j .... - - - - - - j"--. r ^..t .r - 1 ,~ a „ .*r. ^

Is of Oppcln until 1906 ^ahcr. bo
;ooa ax far it t tiao lnfr.tr"" be mis transform '

( I • achricla1 1n L1 ^ jr : - r. 1; ataiXlaft) ir. Jr zsl art-
*a~ ' » - «p "~ » ' - - ' ^ ~

. . vmrJA - - - • - - ^ - - - , ^ r
¥ stated that even in the nidst of Vorld War I bo

Qfficor that BMb «f the work boine
^0 ::lrar; ^ro^orly to the
. : .to _;.l :.atio r.aroro- _ lai ^aiof
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top mm
Signal Officer did net agree with this statement and during the war nuoh

oftt» work dene by the Army was diplomatic. Directly after ..Tlc ar x
,

however, SSLCKOW entered the German L'inistry of Foreign Affairs whore ho

organised the cryptc-bureau. He brought with him into the f^0,b

icwn during the war, viz: SCHAUMEB
KUNZE. He renainod head of the cr

bureau until the 'defeat of Germany in Hay, 1945. After the defeat of

mAmTmmOVl renainod for two years in the French Zone of Germany at

VVeiler/Vorarlbcrg, Swabia.

In mid-April, 1947, SEHjOHOv? moved to V/cdol bci Hamburg, British Zone

of Qormany, where he now lives vdth hie wifo and daughter m the house of

a relative* Ho is employed in a merchant firu of a relative in Vodol,

and his daughtor is enployed in a factory o*ned by a relative^ m wouoi,

His wife is ill. SELCHOV/ expressed the desire tp novo with nis wiro ana

daughter to the American Zone of Germany, preferably to Marburg whore he

stated, aCHAUEELER, PASCHKE and KUNZE now live. He has, however, no means

of obtaining the necessary permission of llilitary Government to ccne into

the .American Zone and procure a residence

Contact with Foreign Governments since End of Vfar : SELCHOw" stated that

although he lived for two years in the French Zone of Germany after the ond

of the war he had net spoken with any French authorities concerning his

previous occupation* He stated that when the French had discovered on his

identification papers that he had been the head of the Cryx to-bureau of the

German Ministry of Foreign Affairs they stated that all the orypto-systens

had changed and hence they were net interested in questioning., him. Once,

however/ ho had learned that for some time it had been thought by tho^French

that his name was a cover-name for a system (the Selchowsysteme ) . SELCHOV,;

stated that he. had never been questioned by the British during his residence

in Yv'edcl ' concerning his previous occupation.

Contact with Fcrmer Colleagues i SELCHOV/ stated that he was in frequent
communication by letter vdth other former members of the German Ministry of

Foreign AffaiEB> particularly those who had been his colleagues during the
entire period of his service with tho Ministry of F; reign Affairs. As
stated above, PASCHKE, 3CHAUFFLER and KUNZE were said to be living in Marburg}
HOFFMANN

, Ernst, Former head of tho Funkbuoro and Fornschrcibstellc of the
crypto-bureau was ncwliving in Mindon/V/estfalien. Dr. HAUTHAL was living
at Alton Hohenau/Post Griesstaott/lnn* Ho stated that Dr. I^OY, who had
been head of the Vorwaltungsbuero of the crypto-bureau had boon for some time
after the war in a prison camp at Hallo/Saalo, but was now a prisoner
ffog31?

' and had not been heard from for soraa time.

Notes on History of Crypto-bureau of Ministry of Foreign Affairs : SELCHOV/
stated that he was familiar with the history of the cryptc-biircau of the

^W^v5J°?e
if^irS from 1919 t0 Such a bureau had existedwithin the Ministry of Foreign Affairs during World War I, but chiefly as an

J"

V

nC
^iuG In19l9

>
whcn he became leader of thisgroup, he introduced the system of dividing work uoon forcim codes andciphers mo sections for the various countries and So£55f,a loaders ofIT^^ZX^ m

*L°*
FfT>" *** SCHAUFF^rwnolad been know

rm«n^ •• + ?
8

!u ^' Th° *TOto-*wroe<u had been before 1919 and

I Oh
V

'

,

inE cnai^ Of command within the Mini
th« crypto-bureau as he flca«r»4W! •«* 4..

Pleo.se turn over
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,ung

Auswacrtigos Ant

Pers - nalabte ilunf}
- Hcrr 3CHRCSED]

Pcrsonalabteilung Z - Ministorialdiri a at

Gesandtcr 3ELCHQ ri

I Chiffricrbuoro
Vcrwaltungsbucro

II Anfortirung

dor Chiffrier-
verfahren
Vorziffcrung
und Entzifforung

ROY HAUTHAL

I Nachrichton-
ucbcrnittlung
Funkbucrc
Fernschrcibstclle
rrossc and Radio
Aufnahno

HOFFIIANN

IV intziffcruris

froi-xLcr

vorfanrun.aa
Sprachgruppo
PA3CHKE
SCHAUFFLER

Techhische Gruppe

Kin :ze

S2LCH0W stated that during the latter years of World v7ar II the crypto-

bureau of the Llinistry of Foreign Affairs had expanded until it comprised

between 400 and 500 persons, including both ncn and woncn. However, it hod
6"that time remained relatively snail and at the beginning, the group had

consisted of only fourteen or fifteen persons.

At the end of the war the crypto-bureau had been forced by bombing to leave

Berlin-Dahlem and to neve successively southward. This accounted for the

presence of SELCHO'V near V/eiler at the end of the war and for his continued

residence in the French Occupied Zone of Germany.

Relation of S2LCHGV; to 0K~.//Chi and to the Fcrschungsant : SELCKa ::

particularly anxious to clear his record, of any voluntary relation with the

National Socialist Party. He stated that from the very beginning of his
diplorx-tic career he had boon interested in a closer co-cperaticn of the various
countries of Europe with one another, on sonething of the same plan now
advocated by CHURCHILL. He had net teen amilitarist, nor had he interested
himself in military systems, making it a strict policy within the Ministry of

Foreign affairs that only systens of a diplomatic nature should be a. alt with*
Until 1533 the crypto-bureau of the Ministry cf Foreign Affairs had had the

entire field of diplomatic ciphers to itself* Trie cryptographic syo~o:.„. -S

the -rood Forces of ther countries were handled by the "./ohrnacht. '.Vith the
dvent .f HITIZR, he -./ever, the Luftfahrtnini^teriuio under GOERING encroached
upon the field of the cryptcbureau cf the Llinistry of IVr.i .Si iro. ZLIC17.'..

stated that he hinself at this tine wished to resign since he ha.', no syrqpathy
whatsoever with the National Socialist nevenent. He was persuader t remain,
however, by von 3UL0W wh' was until 153& Secretary .jf the Ministry
.affairs. Von 5UL0'./, who was also a fin:; opponent £ National Sccialis...,

extrenely anxious that the crypto-bureau .f the llinistry of Foreign Affairs
remain untarnished by National Socialism and that it be st : : . - Oj opponents
to the nev. aovenent. SBLOHOff therefore remained with the crypto-bureon but
outside the National Socialist Party until von BULG'./'s death in 1^3o'. .r.a.e

EUBB3H320P oocanc bead of the Ministry :.f Foreign Affairs a great leal of powe«
was taken from 3ELCHOW, since vak PJBBEKTROP did not trust hii... His supervisory

:S ? rej raa

»/

c 2.7. -.city was rostrict-vl t\ f 1 1 w^oti-xjBwhich ,.v.It *.ri.th the paasii A*3>,f lioex

to in_ froo missions ana to the technicalities of the deeinhering :f the syst
of foreign countries. He wa3 forced to j. in the Party in 19VI but took no
active part in it 3 policy. Luring the war years he had no exact knowledge of
the no.... jes passed and took no part in any a.ata.rs pertaining to diplomacy*

stat--. that when he and his colleagues ir, the crypt-,
ordered t'. collaborate with the personnel of the : raohur.- , a..t,
gave false infornation concerning Bysteus cr soluti a of syster

ouroau were
they often
in or -ar to

PI . ...e turn ever

I 1
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MmM* as nuch as possible the work of that cr-anisaticn. On the other

hand as the war progressed collaboration with 0K\//Chi rrow better,

particularly on new problems on which all worked m oomm*

'imrcssion of Interrogator : It was the depression of the intorr gator

that SELCHDW was extremely co-operative. He talked swiftly and with an

oa/ier enthusiasn concerning his past activity. Ho denied all technical

knowledoe but stated that KUNZ2, SCHAUFFLDR and PASCHKE could rdvc

technical details. He was faniliar with the fact that those men had been

interrogated by the British and the Americans and stated that they had

already°oiven full reports to the authorities in those countries,

There is no doubt that SELCHOW possesses nuch valuable historical

knowledge concerninc the development, organisation and personnel of the

crypto-bureau of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He is evidently in close

[
contact with former members of the crypte-burcau and offered to cone to

\ Marburg where PASGHKE, SCHAUFFLER and KUNZE now are and collaborate with

then on a complete history of the dovftlopnent, organisation and technical

successes of the bureau* He was quite certain that he could also brine

HOFFMANN and H&JTHAL into this work, should the United States government
wish it. The interrogator stated that this proposal Would bo referred to
the United States Government and that he would be informed at ^odel, should
further interrogation bo required. SELCHOW stated that should he be forced
by circumstances to move from his present residence at Schulauerstrasse 9>
PASCHKE of Marburg would know where he could be reached.
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at end 19/

. jxswertiges Amt
Pers.Z. S.

Director: Minister 1 st. class SELCHOW

M?in Dept. - Berlin - Da 111 em
ORR.

P -CHKE

1

PA

2.

3-

1.
2.

a)
b
c
a
e
f

ti

Systems & research
Ai -plying, experience on foreign
cyphers to home systems.

Admin.
Working on & editing of diplomatic
t&e grams of foreig]
Japan, China
Turkey
1 1 -an , Afghani s tan
Italy, G-reece.
Prance, Belgium, Swiss.
Rumania
Yugoslavia
u. a. a.
England , I Iceland , Spain

,

Portugal, Latin America.
Information & intelligence

card index.

countries
ORR.
ORR
RR.
ORR.
RR.
RR

SCHAUFFLER
SCHERSCHIflDT
Dr. BEilZIrTG-

PASCHKE
BRAPDES
Dr.KASPER.
Dr. KRUi^EL
Z -vSTROW

Frl. HAGEN

Dr. HORN.

Alternative Station T-IP
f

:C-:B ^.OfRusen jeM ge)

RR Sr. K.M'

a. Crypto commitments
1 . Book "building
2. Handling, translation & editing

telegrams not of an urgent nature.
3. Current "breaking of difficult

recyphers.
h. Territories:

a. Bulgaria, Croatia, Poland (?.R. Dr. KARSTI
"b. Japan, China (Dr. OLBRICHT ) ^WJ
c. Prane, Belgium, Sv/iss (Prl. SCHRADER )



Pers. Z. S.^ (as at April

I

SELCHOW
I

II
ORR. PASOEKE X

Sections "by countries:-

I

III
ORR. Dr.K[_NZE
Mathmatical
cryptography.

U

2.

France , Belgium, Switzerland
Holland. tead of Sec: RR 3RAUDES X

Deputy: WHA Frl. SQWRADERX
Br. Empire, Ireland, Spain.
Portugal, Central & South America
States, Thailand. Head of Sec. V/HA Frl. HAQ-Er: X

M
Deputy : WHA Frl. Y/EHNICK

Italy. Vatican, Greek, USSR

5.

Rumania

Head of Sec. ORR PASCT
Deputy:

7.

8.

WHA Dr. DEUBNER X

Head of Sec. RR. Dr.KASPER.
Deputy WHA MEHHIHG

Slavonic Stages (:;::. USSR)
Esthonia, Lithuania v

Head of Sec. RR Dr. KARSTT EN X

Deputy WHA Frl FRIEDRI CHS X

U.S.A. Scandinavia viromN v
Head of Sec. Y/HA Dr. MUELLER (HANS KURT) X

Deputy
Turkey Head

:

Iran, Afg anistan Head
Ara"b States. Deputy
Japan, China Head
Manchukuo Deputy

Office, infomation
& files. Head

WHA V OW X

ORR SCHERSOHMIDT X ?

RR Dr. BENZING-

X

Frl. Br. 3CHIMMSL
ORR KCHAUFFLER
Dr. OLBRICHT X

Prof. Dr. H<

Alt tive Station HERMSDORP (Riesen jehirge)
ORR Dr. KUNZE

Commitm- Work on difficult crypto problems: Diagnosis
and solution of new cypher systems, appearing
especially those necessitating larrfish staff and
time or even mechanical eouir-ment.
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I5(Q)
4 NOV otb

24 October 1946

#•0

MEMORANDUM FOR MAJOR E. DALE MARSTON

From Chief ASA-14: As an item of historical interest
to TICOM we would like to suggest that the signature
SCHAPPER, FIRST LIEUTENANT AND COMMANDER appearing on pp.

"Camouflaged Secret Writing/ 1

5294 (Pers ZS papers and
of Gottfried Schapper, the
Schapper gave an auto-

20 and 34, inter alia, of D-82,
a translation of Ticorn Document
correspondence of 1917) is that
last head of the Forschungsamt

.

biography (cf Final Report of TICOM Team 1, Appendix 2)
which stated that in 1916-17 he wa.s Director of the Crypto-
graphic Bureau of the High Command of the Army. This
identification is considered to be of interest since it
affords one of the few checks on the credibility of
Schapper. It also suggests the possibility of further
questioning of Schapper (believed to be still a prisoner as
a former member of the Nazi Party and SS) if warranted as of
historical interest for World War I.

FFIN



trnUM* TOP StUHtl
TOP SHOHtff

comJEGPonnE^ bsg-aicdiitg-m lAffc or security

o? mmmmW m$8m of thk ge&un bojsi«

OFFICE

,

T* a—a tr^l^o, by A.S...^ Weston i, of «*it«*

OF G3RMA2T IOHBIGN QWXtM.

n 1017 f r^l^tea ii' the wain to

- »» ^r^St^C^llL^ by the Ger.a.a Foreign Q*i<
systems supplied to German ] I

. -3. /. i.t<tc.i-s oy
^ ger^n

and found insecure on examination by the crypt.^nalybts or

Kaval Staff, / .

historical v this is of interest as an early case of detxlled

^ypt^fpexLinition of cryptographic material from a defens

,

angle o

tariouti o: i

i. o

Op Ho71 p

7 Ho$i for

ft ^

1 7.

- G-Jtf, Morgan

3.

•--»7» Op-^.0-3-. • ) via
19*21. « A^S.A. Was td.ngton B ) U«3,_-

22. I>ir«o-6 •».'» A. 3 .A. Europe.}

No, of Iv^es-: 11

7?h October, (jopy L.-->: £

-* o
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.

ye dec:

e German radio sections ;ould probably no^ - intercept.
thfi *v<=^i»n En^lsfc and French radio^r**-0,8 vnicn >y ^

'

Vnoi 1 6 ice the Germc-r? raatc soct-loi-s J.
i partially decipner:u?g - ic *^u«u a^j. - i

^
n-mlained ov the fact th^t they hed ma.e^iai ov.vpxicfi j

?
xp

I : Hi rt 'O^i on flrmt to Be4 *s basis Without such an
Austrian~nun.;a.rMan army io se^t

t
-

aid, the decipherment of unsystematic ciphers is out or ww
Question. That the General Staff is at present no* in a

hpat ahovr by the fact that Major Nicola* recei a; "

that ve turn over our Russian cipr-or n8 '- 31 ^- 1 ru

ions Officer in the General Staff of the Fielo

repeated this request.

• - v. •- 1 •
•

1-

In the case of ciphers of the Foreign
_ .

be made between antiquated and new ciphers °~ *™A°
there are usually one or two copies in each ^esion ror «ie

transmission of unimportant reports or identical messa®js>

since these are already compromised - for «©ixaJ.riK oiits mialUi

information. In rciio communication with opi.m, ror lns^an

several bogus telegrams hews been sent in a cipher ^^
vn tc

jut enemies. That the decipherment of such radiograms c

o difficulty i?i cleer. It is different with telegrams sac

red in the unsystematic secret cipl ers of the Foreign Offi

esoeciai when used with constantly changing keys, jjecipnex

ment of these telegrams is simply Impossible even for tjejap*

clever specialists, It can only result if the entli? cipher

is betrayed or -essential parts ana xeys come

of a foreign government. Of course, there i

security against be trayel and the only aid i

change of cipher and of keys, which is aound

here

.

.»

t .

.

} no absolute

mtly provide or

aci c<••iomur.ica-During the war the Foreign Office has hau

*ion chiefly w^th the embassies in Madrid ^nd Washington and

ith the mission in Persia. The embassy in Madrid has inde-

-.•ncsntly and constant!/ safeguarded its ciphers by the rarsfc

intricate systems. However, since the cipher itseli" could
- change 5 luring the war, it Is conceivable, though j

highly improbable, that reuioatrams to Madrid could in

deciphered, always assuming that* the literal key ei

~- ... i

For Persia too a secret key is employed i

telegrams. Tne radiograas to Washington could be i

enemies since they had to be enciphered with a cipher which
hands of the American censors in Tucker to ; ana

e General 3taff are
law

llves^. Perhaps the observations of the

base l in the aain oa the»e telecjrana. It v
"!OV6v*er, to be inform***! of "hc3s observatic

i>

which
ciphei

ury conversation with Major
of a representative of J > _

txi

r. » •

•. iater.--2±l ol hostile states
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mentioned by xoux* Honor aunt*, there t or<

its dii
. s i s th€

•-4 might__; be in a position
simply impose* X© for the

up tins
061

ft

ou r i*e

i

j i'cJsstsxi i/a jl

the abc ;e mention
Lve

T* V*.

w w
fc.<

in©a

V

Fore i.gn Office I tee iJT has
;
its telegraphic traffic.

v 1

.

he

I vil.. i . vj fur the:''5 that in .the past year ~-

and - word which has been repeated several t
1^

vje^rnan cipher telegrams were ;i .-ii>3 .

snemy agents * There sample

U id
CL> Lj> Jl. to get : nto the hands

and also co learn vhat results they had with dec!
-

io date no report on this matter has
the value of such reports.

I leave it to Your Honor to iu e the fotfegc
fashion in the proper quarter. I have not che

»e '. oyalty of th<

s

•ny bipreme

Reprec u x ca cive of the Foreign Office
at Grand Headquarters Mr* 1^8, Secret.

General Keadq

I bring to Your Honor* a attent
of the Secretary of State of the Pci*ei

as confidential.
Office to me.

(Signed) Bf-ron
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Chief of the Admiralty Staff of i Nevy ^ ^ April .

Very Secret

-» 4-4. n ocpui TI of ?2 March I have had the
Porsuant to my letter 5 *5W li- c

:
*k "»

^ yhlch
nodes the Foreign Office Nr. - ^>

, * ... avm(1i nation.
±a MT*r> fn th#» ilavv s\ ected to a brie* dxani3..i«-x««.

ow* bo mm w»vj ®- • J*r -nr.in-.pc> has con-
The result, of this examination *fhlch is

.„ n -:;ee
inced me that, these codes are net suitable to f^T*'

oe
% have

Ideouate security ever any considerable period of time i nav

therefore ordered their withdrawal from all Naval Offices

fattach Oat present supplied therewith.

Signed Signs

.Imperial Privy Counsellor, Secretary of State of the

Foreign Office, Mr. Zimmerraann, fixcall' • :*.y, Beri.ii-.

Chief of the Admiralty Staff • Berlin, W April 1917-

Very Secret,

the Royal Field Marshall £*€ >r-al. Chief of the General

Staff of the Field Array, Mr. von Boneckendorff and von

Hindenburg, Excellency, Grand Headquarters.

Enclosed I send Your Excellency for your information a

<;opy of a letter to the Secretary of State of the foreign

3ffice.

Even though it is impossible to judge here whsther the

other sec.'ot means of communication used by the Foreign Office

afford greater security, the results of the investigation
P four codes turned over to the Havy during the course of

is war fot t - vl; oh tl efcre were evidently, regarded
by the Foreign Office as sufficiently secure •- make it
Imperative to use caution in transmitting secret material
through the mediation of the Foreign Office.

(Signed) von Holtnendorff

Chief of the General Staff of the Grand Headquarters
Field Army 7 May 1917.

I C Nr. 3119 Secret

Only by Officer.

Through the letter of the Chief of the Admiralty Staff
D 2908 II of 14 IV it hen come to my attention that individual

codes of the Foreign Office are not absolutely secure.
eonouid this be true 1 request, that a suitable draft of

a letter to the Foreign Office be prepared for me.

I enclose the material at hand for y

eaclo Ludendovf i'

f-*
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Chief of Field Telegraphy

Chi? of Field Telegraphy
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(Signed) «/cr> Massoy.
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:.*flce to an examination >>y experts vho ?Aad no* part in* the

production of these codes.

Wo * 1
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?. be

!

\e Chief of Field Telegraphy there Is
:cli 3j V4?ly occupied with fch<

"

no vh . has succeeded lr. K""-
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experience of this office and nave the coites In
be arrange
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aoi special
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C3rp'ef of CoBiHunioations Service

Section IV f Nr. 7h2Sh
T n :

on iv r nr. {*<zo^

14 VIII out 17 VIII I?

* , t-Affic with the inscription
It was assumed here that t K»**t «M inister of Foreign

"Minister of Foreign Afr airs Madrid ^e
™

fflce or at

Affairs Berlin" was conauctea by the Foreign
cation from

1< It enciphered there. ^^^IJ^ff system
the Foreign Office, as well as i*om s^^Ye (Fo- -leal
in this traffic which has been made mean hiie m
Section OJ.L, it appears that '^is,/^^\;^f^ among -vhich
various, as yet unsolved systems from ^i3

t f ^Wced on
that of: tS Foreign Office must he found, are be in* worked on

6 i . C 1 03 US?6 S c
if. 3.- d. Oh. D. H.

a. Ch. d. 0.

(Signed) von Mas sow

Foreign Office
5^5

In reolv' tcf letter of IX I : of this year.
I C »*% >119 Secret
1 enclosure

ry Secret

Berlin, 17 August 1917

Representative of the Foreign
Office in Grand Headquarters

through j 3.9 "VIII 17
signed Baron von Lersner

3four Excellency's assumption that .the ciphers assigned to
Savv v re considered by this office to he sufficiently

secure, is correct. The Foreign Offline still takes the point;
of view that t&e other ciphers too - especially the Lotterie

>hers with reciphearment according to new principle?, are
absolutely secure so long as there is no betrayal o : careless
3 idling of cipher material or enciphered correspondence,

use of the code is* of course, likely" to shake
Lth In the code ana we have always taken care to change

codes and keys frequently, unfortunately it has never been
to change the frequently used codes in Madrid as we

nave liked, due to the war, however frequent change in

•v — v.*

1

•lez-ment has "boen made.

so the statements of the fldmljre.1 ty Staff Tepnvtflmt de-AeAenta of telegrams of the foreign office to and from
- \ aS^JSPVi. ? 2°*m°n to w ansv-n- of 17th Inst.,

5 wie nonor u-o send lour Kxoej :..v cy a copy aerevith.
w>py oi Ch. B. 750 on Kuehlraann

i'o the Firs
General of Xnfantnr.

311 3] A .
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be solved for practical purposes.
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T. 165. (Proposed Collaboration between Foreign Office and Defense)

* — 1

Berlin 23 II 2h >

a

My dear Mr. Superior Government Counsellor:

One could begin with the taking over of our F 65 (328)

Monday if you find the following lines acceptable.
,

For the ^resent we could be ready for this purpose Monday,

Tuesday, and Wednesday from 3:45 to 6:00 p.m.

Respecting the other numbers ^9, 50, 53, 5*, I shall phone

you further suggestions early on Monday.

Respectfully yours

Dr. Mulier

On 19 II Cant. Oschmann called on me to talk over with me

technical dets-il* concerned in (our proposed) collaboration.

In the course of the conversation he mentioned an utteranc e

bv his chief, Corvette Capt, ?otzis- to the effect that all

crtrptonalytic connections with F.A. shon^ fe* .dropped ai^ee

Crrotanalytic work did not belong in the proving f,^

Details of the collaboration we: then <mm up in oroau

outline. ...
Berlin, 19 $ sb

Draft.

This forenoon C&bt. Os china.- Prof. Nowopaaonenny, ana

CRR Fenrer of t*ie ci r£urej$» of the Reichswehr (Defense) came

to one tlFme )} Office *b talk over the possioilxties oi

teehrlc.-i cryptographic' cooperation in the fie Id of Russian

ciphers.

To my great disappointment I learned that the gentlemen

from EHS^ Reichswehr were not able to give any suggestions -whac-

ker m the field of Bussian ciphers and that since 1930 , when

I last talked with them, they had had absolutely Jib" Hduueus"
'.- Rn?.3-Ian ciphers on -foreign circuits. Mr. Fenner pumped this

up with. t|a© words: "Completely blank." The Reichswehr has on!}

worked on Russian army, navy and OPU ciphers employed in internal

radio traffic and intercepted here. This material has not* been* •

available to" us; it has been sent us only in exceptional oh,-:/.

evidently by mistake. The work of the Reic :w« :-lx? on thi« ^';.r.i..ria

ha3 yielded" practical results. Prof.. Kowcpasehenny informed me

briefly that for cipher message- of the CPTJ in interim! tra i .
..

a 5-pIace code is used, the first and second position*

with* chanrdng substitution tables while
wireciphered. I got : .it inform • - ;' ;

'
:

-
'

-
-

military or naval system*) no. it wlX3 be in t.o.c«
• . oi

work to obtain &oia«3 descr; •tier, of ti - •

raer of the Reichswehr when we have s :
-

Nowopaschenny and Mtv <?':>.-

ciphers. I pointed c • i /

oetween the ciphers

T 0

/o
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Everywhere there are systematic codes -^gSt
recipherraents. I recommended working in

.

t3ao
. To study

resistance and made the following concrete P^po^al To aw J

fully in a statistical fashion the Strahlen-Verfahren

system) Wn. Bl. A. 1. in use between Berlin and Moscow *P™
31 Dec. 1930 while the 5~P*ace to. T. ll. £

*y

and on which many preliminary studies are attend, l »°P'

through such statistics to be able to investigate the

already discovered with regard to further occurrences, i.e. to

determine whether the quota of repeats of the ^^^f"^ 11^^
than 2 or 3- I showed the gentlemen from the

ingly frequent repeats of the Tritheim keys and handed, rro

Novooaschenny 26 sheets with the "Tritheim fragments ot Wn.

Bl- A. He promised to have these sheets copied as qulciciy as

possible and to send me a copy.

(Signed) Paschke

In a conversation between Cap-&„ Oschmann, Capt. Weiss, and
myself in the R. W„ M. on 12 II 3^ the following suggestions for
collaboration by the cipher sections of the array and the Foreign
Office were made in, view of a possible mobilization?. Eafehfcnge

of experiences and greatest possible cooperation in the field of

1, intelligence technique
2* cryptanalysis
3. our own cryptographic service.

Re 1, i To assure undisturbed cotr ; • icn --ith offices abroad
both the A, A. (Foreign Office} asU R. W, M • (Reichswehrministerium)
thould work to set up radio commui. : .mi'' . agencies quite inde-
pendent of foreign means of communication.

In the A. A. this should include advising the missions in •

the procurement of commercial broadcast receivers and as far
as possible supplying the same from tl;e central office.

The W. RU on the other hand lays special emphasis a
priori on setting up in at least part of the places apparatus
which will ensure the widest possible telegraphic reception
and for very special occasional purposes a potential, oaaioufxc^cu
sending station. Insofar as 'military attaches are stationed with
missions the R, W. M. would, in agreement with the A. A,, equip
3uch receiver/sender stations and supply the attache a technically
•trained man to operate the same. In the opinion of the R. W. 41.
it would be most useful for the A. A. to equip other posts with
such apparatus and to supply a civilian operator.
Re 2. : Since the traffic of the European countries is worked on
by R* W, Mo in preparation for any possible emergency and by the
A. A. for currentJLnformation, closer cooperation in this field
was decided on. In the interest of the most rapid possible
Increase in production and to avoid duplication it is the inten-
tion- -after exchange of information on the present status of the
work of both parties—to make a division of work on current
systems and to form common workgroups for the unsolved political

- — j viiJ-L.i. ^xic n« n * i*i y-ruicuiar nss net

TOP SECRET
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been able to work due to. lack of personnel Details are to be

settled la conferences of the section heads.
dependent

Re 3. : Since the array with its military "|ems of the
for transmission of its reports upon the °£Ph*

ee^y of the
A. A., it has a departmental interest in the »^u^^e

°;tion
diplomatic systems. It.was W» t?* ^{^J

0
*? aerlnse against

would be in the mutual interest in the matter °* J*»"
J ? th3

foreign interference, in exchange of
of

subject and regarding breaches of security in che Mooting 01

the ciphers.

<S OP SECRET
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Piece
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OFFICES OF THE CYPHER POLICY BOARD,

C/o ROOM 17,

FOREIGN.OFFI'

10, CHESTERFIELD STREET,

LONDON, W.I.

GROSVENOR 3095-6
TOP SECRET

S.W.I.

Ref. 28 th September,

Dear Dudley,

Herewith two copies each of

interrogations of Praulein Hagen and

0.1. li Paschke. /

I have not copied your
questionnaire for Hagen as I take it

you have retained a carbon. I

assume also that you will arrange for
any necessary circulation "by the

Ticom Committee.

Yours sincerely,

Car. (S) R. Dudley Smith, R.N
Station f

X.
1

Encs.



PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE

Group/Class !g»
Piece

(date)

(Signed)
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1. Vaschke worked ft* ft PWJ2P^L^Sa«4 P*r* 1933-

1915 - 1919. Joined PWB 88W '

2. selehow {Director I^S^^^©^*^^ WSwfcW*-

The instructions iMMM^ *^*^t£ of
nature snc solely coaeemea wit,, ,-

;

o safe

j

;
c| ma^

t:Qmml nature sad ^f^^ff?^ T?v 55, He ftUI not
intelligence - e.g. MM* j ?* ggjf* system I .

coaccra himself with the details 02 ^Stmm
»

system, tout ne was apparently »»,»*~+-™ ~~ - Mmse-lf
additional *fc«*f which *oula be gJ^ggS^^a c^esT
with the aateri -1 obtained from the ©angle ^8^SS« coae^.

7. They worked en all traffic - Embassies, Legations vaid

Consulates.

8. He thinks the had the biggest staff - about I4DO.

:aie ox the other bureaux had more than

9. vxbbentrop only read about 2D/i or 30> of the m Serial

uroaueed. His secretaries, e.g. Herr aeher - aerr Leaser-

selected these for him.

f . read for a short ti,..o la lava-.iOr

11. Ministerialrat | enner (believed in Bavaria) (in 192*4

fcndland assisted him) - held the same position ii- .K.

as Fasehice in Per© ZZ and a a good friend of his, both being
bora 'in -a. Petersburg. His (I in&nedic te chief was
Obera Settler and his (Ke£tler*e) was aer-.~l a-iva,aer , then
Reitel.

12. In j^inisterialdirigent -chroder held the
corrc ; vidin ; i-osition to Pasehke. Mini ^ te i-i 0ldi rekt>- > e
5 chapter was above him aod then Ooering.

13. The .-erfljan secret c -ar aysteas pasehke believed to
be xirst claes.

14. 0.|-:. . Langlots was he- of 6ggMk?t;aent of . u-.aei'tiyes
at dealing with Se^naa cyphers.

w

IS-. In 1944 0. it. . (tenner) took over the ov amisation of
a., ::,L. and G.&.H. cypher cou:..tv j:a;l



2

concerns with aiplonwtic traffic ron Klbb«)trap took

interest *a hnd von Heurotn before him. The «o»t inwiw
of all was von othenaJtf (1922;.

17. The reading of code telegrs*s *??i6es ?iT^*terl 1
occasional 'highlights' provided a Health of press altera a

not otherwise available. '

18. The Staatssekretar decided on the distribution of

telegrams in the A. A.

19*. All m Pers E8 papers (l|0 chests) }°
gone south to Bavaria from uhlhaus in aid-April 194. • Tmmrv

wei*e no other copies left.

Z). Individual texts bore no marking but the files

folders were marked Geheime eichsssche.

No attack was ever attempted on British Attaehe Cyphers,

considered 0. K. W. f s f
' pigeon* n

21.
They

22. Paschke was in practice the "Cypher Security" Adviser
for the A. A.

23. Frau Paschke worked in Dr. Pasehke's section for three
years* bat only as a clerk. the has never been asked by the
lussians (from whom she obtains permits to visit Paschke from
Berlin to Warburg) what she did or wnat her husband's
profession was. Paschke enquired as to the >: nihility of
the British providing air transport for Frau Paschke to Join
him at Marburge
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Attached are tr^islctiOKS iua<3e it A»S # A •
• U I

dcctuiisnts from oapturod archives of Sc

Foreign Office atW irfflJ^M.

i j
.i.X

•

Pers,

of three

of Gentian

( >JLJ Shor :-. gcm-yel report on high-speed morse and

the wireless teleprinter ((HeUsahreifcer))o

(b) His tori on evel t of ti

I.ioree Code by Affij.^ tac^SuX* -^A- ^-'^LiiER

(o) ORuunioa-ticn lealing fctth uee of Enigma
cypher fflaohlne addressed by Apt AU3l»Abw«
to Gerrcan Foreign Office for attention of
Reg*Rat t HCifUAKN, dated 5/1 2/1*0*

(TIGOK 33oos» !iOB # 330 and 16).

TICOM No* of Paiges; 1.3

30th October, 1945

arSTRIBlCTGN

British

MM
j D • N ^

;)„•).

Cdrt Tandy
i*aJor Morgan

Gp-£0«<2. (2) (via LC
G-2 (via Lt* Col. Hillesj
-S.a. (3) (via i.ajor cerj

Director, . : »d, u&kst
:

- a Lt* Col, ;

TICQM
'ddi :ic . i

* rtn.nn
lainaan

S«i- , o» . ...

cox , "eocn
A ^^ /w ^

r

;

^ ^

Lt, Cdr, M^nacn
Major Towan

Files (4.)
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Notes on MndP?n Wireless Recei3L4nS_AE£?'ratu .?

For receiving messages sent out, there **^a^
C

today a number of instruments all functioning on mo^

less like principles . If it is a ^ s*10* ?L fc

?f?f
M°

characters at a speed up to 175 a minute, then it

generally by headphone and typewriter. T
5
e
ot
erma?a

te
}
0
f

raphers send their Morse at any average of 25 voras, x.w.

125 letters per minute since a word averages 5 e
J.*°-^

English and American stations work at a speeo. or ;>u x,o ^
words, i.e. up to 175 letters per minute. Since auditory

reception usuallv runs for hours at a time and may oe

rendered very difficult by local disturbances, fading, or

jamming, it naturally calls for a great amount of practice

and great concentration.

At a speed of more than 17:3 letters per minute, such

as is attained with mechanical transmitters, In simple

cases a Morse printer is used or better yet a lever writer

Rebelschreiber/ or recorder devised especially for this

nurpose and successfully employed for years in commercial
communication. The principle of operation is briefly:
In the field of a powerful elehtric magnet is suspended in
vertical position by two thJji wires a revolving coil to
which the impulses are conducted when received, amplified
and rectified by the radio receiver. At the upper end is a
small, horizontal silver tube one end of which is immersed
in a small inkwell while the other end traces a colored line
on a paper tape which is moved past by a motor. As this
coil receives short or long impulses it is diverted from
its rest position to one side and the tube traces the im-
pulses in a jagged line.. The letter Z would, , for instance,
appear as follows: 1 y—ypj

r-j

Such a device, given good conditions for reception, per
mits of a 3peed up to 1250 letters per minute.

Ir recent years another instrument lias become increas-
ingly important. This is the Morse-printer of Siemens-Hall
which prints Morse symbols as follows:

/Line of tape --no sample available^

Its advantages are: simple, sturdy construction and rela-
-riY®

1* operational attention. Speed attained islpuo j.qliters (.200 words) a minute.

2=00 letters*'! S^V*" SU! !!*
C
!2
lne reives as high, as

™^i,rfhB LS.m u - Per'f°»nance is attained by
t I?-

1 ewbor of the Magnet very light andcubing u.e melon to & few tenths of a mill'- er.

? > E C R ifi I
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It has long been the ambition of ^hniciana and

engineers to build a machine vhich vould permit 01rec*

transmission of the printed letter by radio as the wie
type does by cable. To date the only machine giving

tolerable results vhen reception conditions are gooai

a

the SH-Hellschreiber /Feleprinter7 invented by Square
engineer Dr, Hell some time ago and constantly improvea.

It permits a speed of 500 vords a minute.

Formation of the characters is as follows: The radio

receiver amplifies and rectifies the impulses received.

Vhen such an impulse comes in, the receiving magnet attrac

its anchor, the edge of which presses a paper tape, v«icn

moves at uniform speed, against the writing spiral which
mounted on a rapidly revolving cylinder and inked by a fel

inking roll. Thus there i : printed on the tape a vertical
stroke with interruptions corresponding to pauses between
impulses, vhich together yield the form of the letters
which appear as follows:

One may, therefore, regard the Hell-system as a simple
transmission of the printed letter by facsimile.

**#*•»*#****

Translated by Dr. Ray W. Pettengill
10 August 1945

-2-
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Tlcom 380 « ,

s.F.B. Morse and the Morse Code

by Assistant Paula Mueller (nee Rhode)

A. Historical Survey^

The Morse code is a system of symbols serving for trans-

mission of information by electric current, light, etc.

Knowledge of it is useful not merely for radi.o and ^f£apn

operators, etc., but for everyone who nas much
^$°«^eotlll«

telegrams; chiefly because this will give clues for correcting

garbles.

In olden times people relied on swift courier service,

then sound and light signals were employed. The raet WW
,

water conducts sound better than air was known in Aristotle s

day (ca. 500 B.C.) so that it is likely that underwater sig-

nals were used at that time.

Not until recent times do we find purely technical solu-

tions of the problem of speeding news from place to place.

The best known arrangement is the telegraph introduced by

the Frenchman Chappe in 1795 under Napoleon. This involved

light signals at night and shadows by day. While it has been
calculated that the torcfi telegraph communication of the

Greeks could send up to 173 signals in a half hour, Chappe*

s

telegraph required on3.y 11 minutes for the same number of
signals. With later inp rovements, in particular in the form
used in 1813 in Prussia on the line Berlin - Coblenz, this
speed was materially increased. The distance between the
individual telegraphs (the position of the arms and beams
was observed by telescope ) averaged Ik km. Some,, idea of the
value of the telegraph service of r.hose days may be gained
from the fact that a signal took only two minutes to travel
from Paris to Lille (200 Ion).

Chappe *s telegraph brings to an end an epoch character-
ized by imperfect, time consuming transmission of news. But
even though the speed of Chapee's telegraph was great for his
day, its general use was impossible due to costs. Since at
least two officials had to be present at every relay station,
a telegram from Berlin to Coblenz required the activity of
122 officials, an outlay which very few telegrams would seem
to justify, and which vaa all the more a luxury since only
for a few hours of the day was visibility adequate for read-
ing the pointer positions... It is interesting, however, that
Chappe 1 s telegraph is still used on railroads and for regu-
lating traffic.

Cfrappe s telegraph in its various transformations was the
direct precursor of the electric telegraph. With electricitv
the bearer of the news becomes a medium which moves with tre-mendous speed compared to the light waves previously em- -

ployed, and with a range which, comoared again to light, ±»virtually unlimited. 45
" *

TOP £ E C ft E T
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The first electric telegraph writing Pf^^t^ymbol6

was put la operation in Munich in 1837 by Ste »
that same year Horse made a preliminary SfflM.
cemlng his invention to the United States iratent Oft ice.

To Morse belongs the credit for having so far devel-

oped his invention that due to its advantages iv oouio 'i

world vice acceptance. In the Morse ^mMjOm^Us^
impulses of longer cr shorter duration call forth oorres

porting movements of the anchor of ^_ elsct^?I?f^t4s
these movements act" vate the writing lever

f-^*
"r"*°

characters in shorter or longer stroii.es on a paper tape

which is moved past at uniform speed.,

B„ The Structure of the _MgMg_Alpna.bet.,

To Morse we owe a (.arefully thought out arrangement of

such short and long telegraphic elements (^^^L^ion
en alphabet which has now found international reco^tioiK

On the paper these elements appear as short and long blacK

strokes" separated 03 white Intervals The snort stroke Is

the unit of length and is termed "dot' ^^$7. The long

stroke is thrice as long and is termed "Sash _/S..rich/ Dot

and dash are the elements.

The cause' between the elements of a Morse signal has

the length of one unit (one dot); the pause between the

»c~se letters of a vozti has the length of three units; tn~

nause between two words the length of five units. (In our

representations these lengths have not been observed exactly,;

The black unit of length (dot) and the white unit of

length we call the "basic elements" ^rundelemente/.

A Morse text can be reprt vnted as a dyadic sequence

of the two basic elements: if we call the white element 0

and the black 1, the Morse text

v.

takes the form: 10111010010010100111001000101110011101010

Dyadic sequences of various types play an important role
in mathematics and eryptology.

A second manner of representing a Morse text by zeros
and ones would be to represent the dot3 by 0, the dashes by
1, leaving the intervals between elements and words as
graphic intervals:

.010 0 00 000 0 01 1000.

-2-
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But this is no longer a dyadic text, rather ve must con-

ceive it as a ?0-adic text. The text elements are ?

variations o£ 1 ~ k zeros and ones.

In table 1 the Morse alphabet is to its^»»t
form. As a matter of principle in the Morse alphabet w
most frequent letters are represented by the shortest sy

Table 1 contains in addition to the 2* i®**®**
with

bet% o, C eh, thus exhausti.no. 4*.e ?Q Morse symbols with

1-4 elements.

In table 2 the Morse alphabet (withoutJ, ^i/to^aclll-
represented by mnemonic words . These are intended to facixi

tate memorizing the Morse letters. The first ******
J™

word corresponds to the letter , the number of syllables to

the number of dots and dashes, each ™mAhie w.itn a

dot, any other vowel means a cU-^-h. . _ +Vl _

8 note the word jyqfl : In the Morse symbols ^f^™16
.

dot moves ahead corresponding to the position of tne xeiiv

in the word:

_^ is a

For the letters j, q, 7$

J
r

•

y = _ •

oi
9

. _

8 = . - ~ •

Tables 3-7 also serve to aid in memorizing Morse letters

Eut if you really went to fix a Morse letter, its rhythm

must become a part of you.

a a d e d a a

b=daadedede
c = daadedaa ^B* TjO «

Two Morse letters are tei aed symmetrical with respect
to one another if one arises from the other by reversing the
order. A Morse letter is called symmetrical within itself
if reversible. In table 3 pai^s oC symmetrical Morse letters
are listed.

'roiTwo Morse letters are termed dual if one arises
other by replacing 3oti: by dashes and dashes by dots., see
table 4. In table 5 (figure of a cross) the Morse letters
are arranged as follows?

In the 3.eft half stand those letters beginning with a
dot, in the right aalf stand these beginning with a dash.

the

In the upper half are those e:

lover half -chose ending in a dash.
in a dot, in the

TCF SECRET
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Prom ons Morse letter a cycle may be 6e?f

rat5dJ^_
ft

cyclic substitution :>f the el* : -nts. One vrices a worse

letter, then the one arising when the last element io

transposed to the beginning, stn.

Those Morse letters which consist Of only one type of

element form a their c;;n. Table 6 «M tUft cycles

of Morse letters.

The Morse res. :

: table ^Aolesetafel,' <.T «ble- , )
sex

for taking down Horse messages. When herding Is Slow « ••an

be used without previous meuioi ,,:',ng of the letters •
-s

intended chiefly to i:*eilitate learning th<? letters,

The reader follows the letters given at. dot or Cash

starting at the tor eeater . If the first e-.-nent is a not,

he reads 'off the left half , if a dash off the right hair*

If a dot follows, he follows the dotted line, if a dasn
follows he takes the solid line. When the letter is com-
pleted he reads fens letter wfcleb he has reached,,

In table 8 are Morse syrabolc- for numbers 9 in table 9
those for foreign 1 otters. >ir: vtuation., and procedure.
Table 10 gives the American, table 11 the Japanese, and
cable 1'.: the Russian symbols used for domestic traffic *

It is intoorteat for anyone who ha? much to do with
egrams to learn to recognize the possible garbles.

C Investigation of Possible Errors.

Ir: the telegraphic transmission of i text there are in
general t&re iff^vent types of erro . s Almost alway s they
result from imperfect wbrle of the telegrapher?

a) A dot is confused »lth a dash or viv.e versa, thus

ft

1
2.

n

e

b) OmiwSio:: a c.;.'. or a dash;

h a

m

often
cohTusS-ml. of i and a, 3 ao.d h occ ;r

1 *Cr* ORE'
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c) Bad spacing 0

.

n and. ch,

ot _ and
.

cii

to 6111(3

Individual letters may be garbled thus as follows

c'
and e t

and t s

n 1

d e

and n n

t v

ten

ke etc.
**** "™—

»

To correct these errors one must keep the Morse alphabet

q mind

,

:'e of Morse.,

Samuel Finley Breese Morse was bom 27 April 1791. as

eldest son of the Reverend Jedediah Morse., known for his
Geography of America, in Char3.estown, Massachusetts. He
studied for a time, then devoted himself to painting. He

;ade several trips to Europe for study. On board the sail-
ing vessel "Sully" Which left he Havre or?. 1 October 1822 for
America he met Dr„ Charles Jackson, Professor at Harvard
College, who gave him the inspiration for his later ideas.
Back 3n America he vent on painting, in 1835 be was appointed
°rofessor of the Literature of the. Pictorial Arts at the
National Academy. In the same year he displayed at New York
University the mode] of a telegraph Instrument which- howevejp*
received no further attention... In 1857 he came before- the
public with his first printing telegraph. .After years of
s privation, during which he pursued his goal untiringly,
Congress made him grant in 1843. Ha was .^iven $30,000 for
an experimental line between Washington and Baltimore. In
1844 the first telegram was sent over this line. In the
course of years Morse received many honors- He died in 1872.

•e rc-called Morse alphabet has undergone many changes
ince it was set up in low; although It bears Morse's name

since it came in v.se in connective, with his apparatus,
Morse was not the actual inver. >r, instead Dr. Swaim of
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Philadelphia claimed at a session of tfce ?^ "

hes as his
1865 the formation of an alphaoet °» ^,^5*^ lfl29. The
invention, basing his claim on a work P^»~*n

^

ltll the
form of the alphabet ^ed by the English^ Bain ^
apparatus he patented in 18*3 *aa &

w??h SSor?ant modlfica-
this was in turn adopted by MoPse^/^^r^0r changes to
tions, and has later undergone some further minor

reach its present form, • •

l

to _ • • ?
l * Mi *

"
V

tn
w

d _ . . — -

• o _ y

•
z

g -

^a

.0- o » • • -

•ft• •

ch

w o

* Onlv in German domestic traffic* otherwise as separate
letters, ae, ,

..1

1

E 0 R h T
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fable 2

Mnenioaic words

a
1*

Bivaksalarm

Dienstk '•oftrad

ufalirt

f Fahrr

Gewelir iiaft

< h * e
n

0O

ohtmelater

Jahresvende X-A^gabe

k Koramancio ?stadt Schveden

dwehrmannschaft a

ffi Mundi>le -h istoescherung

n

fable 3

Pairs of syaanetrlcal letters ai vlthln them
selves

»

.U

Cll

* •
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"able 4

airs o p»*l LettCTS

n

a

t

'a

t) O * »
eh

m

v

X 0

o s

-J

V

z » V
j:
i
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gable 6

/cies of Mor^^JiBtters

1. Of the following 8

consisting only of
letters each fonss

dots or dashes:
a cycle of its own

2. Cycie s of 2 letters each:

r

'•t

5. Cycles 3 letters each:

T

4. Cycles of 4 letters each:

e •

o * •

1

2

5

-

•fab

J
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Kumerals
&bbreviate^uraerals

2

4

2

7

8

9

o

• • •

• 9
4

5

6

7

8

9

0

v

Zi

*or ,

a - -/J g

n

Feriod ( .

}

s »

Colon j ;

)

Table 9

6 •

... -

• Q «

o •

Question mark (?)

Apostrophe (
1

;

Dasa (-)

Diagonal (/}

Pare u sis

Open and close quote

tJMerscorfe (before
and aft <s v pessage
to be underscored

;

Message beginning

rqjallv,> aij>n ( =
)

jnbe r anc fMG

• •

% 0

• • •

or * c?t\rfeen letters ana
lumbers in mixed test
example

:

^ a 1 = 25 . - . . - a . - . . - 1

-11-
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Table 9 I

I understand • • • *

Error

Cr

Start
i
3endin

v ait* 1 • •

End of traffic
period a ft

Table 10

A
jM

B
C
D
E
P
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
K
0
i

T
0
V

Z
&

• • •

o •

• 9 4

» • •

« • •

• • •

ft 1 «

» % «

• V C

American Mo?se it tiir tic Traffic)

Numerals

:

i ^ f •, ©t
d,h,ts

b,ti
t
r,q,en
n,e,me l> • ft a

*"

s,p,z 5 y,es
s,i,e 5
c ,k5ke

6
t,n
n,a,tt
o,t,te
n,i,ee

f,g,u,in :
ft *

s,±.,ei
h,r,4
l,e.n 1 1 i

v,a,-v,lt Jr ©riod
u,st
f a a,u,m,at Comma «

l,y,f 3 ai
h,n

•

h,c, se

« ft

Frequent
errors;

P

4

3

12

3 P CRET
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Table 11

a

fa

r

y

L

Jo-p^-oraaft Syllabic (Pom S 'C Traffic

a

ka

— .«

te

na

na
i •

ma

•4 f

V w O

shl

ni

hi

mi

(w)l
• 0 «

. . -

u

ku

SU

t3U

X1U

# * •

fu

mu

yu

Ice

te

ne

he

mo

v/{e)

ko

so

to

no

ho

mo

—

—

ro

wo

Soft clgr: . , Example: .
-

Hard sign «— . Example: ft # •
~ ha » pa

Separator (comma, dash, quote)

T fj
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Table 12

Russian Moi»se

a,

f •
• • •

-^t ...

f
St A

ft -

3

<£6

» * «*
(I

4 o • •

-c^.

cans lake-** by ill
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Aint./:.usl,/,.bw, . .

.

I'O

Foreign Oflice

In the inclosed document is aent an introftactiou to the use of

ci<:he • machine and the pluocment positione of the followlflfl offices

abroad: '

1. AdolfJ &tttca Karl
2. Bcuito: ^nton Jimil

j>, Bcrnhard, &nil

4« Berta; yritz
5. Ida: Anton Dora

i-tb and 5 th graC$
1st end 5 th group

and tffch jrroup

2nd and 11th grotto

2nd and 6th group

The -'irst four letters of tho above roa
:
a for.a the message key, while

the; fifth letter is a uull and is uot to bo enciphe ed.

1 . Inclosure

Ills tractions for Keys

Basic information concerning ceys:

Vot em>iphering with the cipher i.-acid. e, there arc, of necsr.v ity

a) d-ily fceiys, and b) iaes..age \zeyv »

a) The daily Icey changes daily at 0000 hours and is a special oric

vieterralacd by schedule. It consists of an internal end extomal setti

To the internaleetti/jg belong wheel arrangement and Ringstell an
The wheel arrangement is the cr5er in which the separate' wheels
ore placed in the cipher ...achine- from left to rifiiit. Jpbe left wheel
remains fixed, so that thr.e wheels can be changed.

The ringsteULunfi is the placement or the letter-ring (tiro) on
the cii.her v/he-^l.

Ivxatsple: The Internal .«.ct'.i.i£;

Wheel arrangement iUngfctelluag
I III II V LBV

weans thn.t the cipher wheels I, III, n ^ro to be ; laced frcia
left t. right a the heel ^hf.ft one that the clip U to be locked
into tlio hole ./f t.. . rc (at the f ilciiii* pieces):

the usfcehr ;als

v;he , l I
wheel III
wheel II

next to the letter ?
next tc the letter L
next tc the letter
next to tho 1

• -

or m

* 0 l w 8 C P. E T
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1 - » ......

» <g thut SfittllUZ VifiiOXe Xil *OUX

the cipher machine from left, to right
:
Mid .Ikj- ;nntea xn

schedule as the basic sotting (Gxundstellung) .
It is used,

only for the formation of the indicator group

«

Internal sotting (ftrundatellung) KH»- :
" ^'-^ the

four oi-chcr v&eolz nave each been turned to soon a

from left *» right, the letters IOTP appear in the four vlndowo.

b) The message key in * four letter group itobcto ia to be set,

from left to right, in the Hindovrs , Therewith the ,«Bdi?h6Sifl6ns

hermsnt of the text of the r&esaago be; us. The message

key is chosen by the encipherer at random end is transmitted to

the reciever enoipherad in the indicator groups , ?or deciphering!

it must be removed from the indicator groups. For each telegram, a

^ Indicator groups: Bach enciphered message contain* t»o indicator

groups, in which the enciphered message keg; is contained. The

indicator groups proper are four letters long, the fifth letter

Of the group concerned (in which the indicator group found)

is & null and *£11 not bp type! out. ?ros the t&pi&fc out of botll:

indicator groups
f
the daily rrcy will be giver. twic. Naturally, the

tvo indicator groups must not be enciphered again rlth the text

.:.v boring: Set the daily keys. Choose and type cut the mess
'ccy. Form the indicator irouos and insert tfc©s& into theuv proper
places i« she message, Dsing the messi ge e as the basic setting,
type cut the last of the message and enter the let Mrs r^iica ligW»
up as five-letter groups*

ciphering: Set the daily keys* Strike cut f.he last letters
of the in&cavc-r groups, and type out the indicator groups.
Set up the resulting message key. Type out the \etter message
Sroups and read the clear text from the letter- -which lishh n».

Trans, by Lt, K.CLane,
^ug. 1945

TOP s J3 c K ii
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i:0 is a copy
original has
retained undw

ion 3(4) of the

Records Ao4P if

R.l.-February, 1932-

Revised, November, 1939).

MINUTE SHEET.

cx ..

Source

No.

Date

Ref . Dudlsy-Sraith^s letter DS/l019/1419

27*8*45 on Harold KIRFEL*
'

K. ! s W.R« case officer has been asked to

ensure that KIRFEL is given an opportunity
of saying what is knows of Jaanese Codes and

Cyphers, though I think he was probably more

of* a language than a cypher expert.

I enclose a copy of the paragraph deali:

with Japanese Secret coauaaunications from the

Tactical Interrogation report JZX 1360 (OSS

SCI Borne) 2nd August 1945, and will of cours

let you know the results of his 020 interro-
gation*

further questio:
to wait until

, rim U.WtV

. . •

Will you let us nave any
for KIR?EL, unle33 you prefer
you have seen his 020 report*;

V.G.

13.S.45.

ACTION PROPOSED



c. nas e Secret Communications*
" — " « Abt VI obtained

in Hovembar 1944, Subject's seotlono^^^
aecre tary of

6. in Hovember 1W44, ?«uujovv
r-,T. MEYER, chief secret

the Manehurian code through agent Alia . ^ Efflbaaay

the Manehurian Embassy vtao took

J

te °°a
photographed. One

safe and put it back after it *»d been p»
* « £anded over

^t21*!t^5^*i^2^1^^ the.mathemati
to OKW-Chi (Chiffrierabteilungj, ™™ 5kw-Chi was first
Dr. HUETTEK HEI M . The Japanese expert of 0« youthful
Lt . Dr. ABLER (about 32 years old, 1.70 m, ova

intelligent expression. Possibly ™J^an° Japane3e Society,
Assessor TROMEL, secretary of the German oap»«

Berlin, Ahernstrasse 1 or 2)

.

Manehurian Embassy consisted 01 gruu±» u±
r/™i™Tafter

some additional operation was necessarily invol /edaf^r

the encoding had been done according to the book and Dr.

fiSLER was unable to find the solution to t is problem,

8 ihile messages of the Manehurian Embassy were sent

in croups of 5 figures, those of the Japanese Embassy con-

aisted of groups of 5 letters. Object believes, however,

that the two systems were not entirely independent from

each other and that the Japen ese system too was ultimately

based on the code stolen from the Manehurian Embassy.

9. Code-clerk in the Manehurian Embassy was a Japanese

called KASAI. He should be fully informed about all
technicalities connected with encoding end decoding.

10. A cypher machine was kept in the p? ivate ^>artment
of the Manehurian Embassy councillor EHARA* According
to subject, the Japanese cypher machine is fundamentally
different from all other cypher machines in use.

lie Messages from Berlin to Tokyo went via Harbin,
messages from Tokyo to Berlin via Madrid.
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isaoopy
- iainal hat

1ed undtr

ic Records Act

1

{. ;!Lrou£h Section V &)*

• — • of »

to the interaction report

Trie oars^^h rcror^ic; 3 are

(f A

i1 / 1111111*1 •* Gestasa eg^tanal^^ b«s«ra v/ith Joorinoae «#8t«

(2) >fca.t oi-her
'" ifteo.

(3) Was all (^y-ptographic aa&sg&al lifted %Qr pcsaaed to

assd i®s i^tksr c^ptogrsnfcls or^;rJ.ss&ion |f0mMl •

r
-
r -

Para 8 w»

uhat m«» Iw KB -•> for trdakis^ that ^i^anese -,.d ^. ....

m v:;:re not lattery t

rthy sboold he t&&n& the Ja netse je^tcs* baaed m t«©

serious1 eu -o.,.

tbe .7^-. noo .

. ;ve been in v. e , .o .•:./.,=.•

.v.? did jt^ obioln
frcm Berlin ? (l3y ialwsseptsj pho

cog.:, to .7..- .•..•noso oi^Kor wage; .
I
mm -r

to r,;. 4 •*

.!• ••. ;,;.iDunt did he see ? What v^culd bo his estimate of ui« loiji&k

Of cipher traffic sent by the ftaftnese in i^orlin ems* da^

(7/ DesarfLbe full/ the Jqpenc^ .... 1,-,. : x:... 1.; .. .

.

lino iiiM^man *



(8) 1th what other olpfaar Muahiiiea i* to ao

(9) Ito tht» mdiizxe ur.o:., or juct ate : in

Cojfr to

Major J, :.k*aiaaiu

Tieem Duty Officer,



To: Commander Dudley Smith, Station X

From: Mr.F.A.Kendrick, Berkeley Street.

Date: 26th September, 1945.

Interrogation of KIRFEL.

I append Thornett's suggestions.
Iso "he asked ifRall cryptograph!
ifted hy Art VI'^bB)-passed to

thermally other cryptograph]
organization ^as)~provided hy Amt VI with
such material^

Judged from his recorded
statements he does not seem likely to he
a very fruitful or reliahle source of
cryptogranhic information.



<

Para. 8;

r u

^ Jhat reason has Kirfel Tor thinking t»j

•

© kancburiafl cipher systems were not independent,.

Why should he think the Japanese system was based

on the .Manchuriaa? .

CT\ ./hen he speaks of the 'messages the Japanese

\ZJ Embassy', uoes he seriously suppose all messages

tc bave been in the same system? riow did he ootain

access to Japanese cipaer messages emanating f*M
Berlin? (By intercepts, photographs ox tele^J,
stcn Whal amount aid he see? tfh

:

t. woula oe his

estiLte of the bulk of cipher traffic sent by fchi

Japanese in merlin per day (or month, or year)?

para. 10

Bith what other cipher machines is he acquainted?

. Bus this machine used, or just stored in g ... IA»3

lV aoartment? .
•
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T. ICendrick

With reference to the attached d,ci,.^nts, I wo^e
ful if Thornett, or anyone else concerned, could proviae

ith a questionnaire for KIRjFSL.

Major Seaman has suggested the follov/in- ouestionsj-

(1) What other Japanese crypto materials mm lifted ? \

(2) What success did German cryptanalysts have v;ith Jap

systems ?

(3) Describe fully the Japanese machine mentioned para 10.

Gould Germans read the machine messages ? _

,7ould yew please return the enclosures in due course

v?ith your reply.

18th Se Member, 1%5>
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With reference to your letter DS/1019/1M9 of

2?th August, the attached report on Dr. KIP-SSL may

he of interest to you, if you have not already seen

it.

KTiSSL is now at Camp 020 and War Room have "been

instructed to have him interrogated on the question

of Japanese codes and cyphers. However, as the

interrogators have not "been "briefed on this subject,

it -would help a great deal if you could let me have

some more specific questions to put to KISFSL.

Cmdr. Dudley-Smith

r.f.7.
30. 8.45.

ACTION PROPOSED

« is is a copy
original has
retained under

3{4) of the
;ords Act
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To

From

Subject

Reference

ZX-J-

2 Aug^t.i?3#K

SAINT, Washington

SAINT, Rorao (3B008)

Tactical Interrogation of Dr. Harald KIRFEL

Our JZX-16V7, dated 8 July 19^5-

1. As a result of London's action on para 2 of our JZX-16V7,

this Unit was granted AFHQ permission to, conduct a taotical interrogation

of Subject.

2. In addition to clarification of questions arising in Plan

0AES£R, Subject gave the following information on the JIS and on other

personalities who should be priority targets for SCI Units in Germany and

Austria.

TACTICAL INTERROGATION OF DR. HARALD KERRaL

A, The Working of the Japanese IS in Germany:

3. The Japanese IS oporated extensively in Germany through

social and commercial contacts and conversations of the Japanese living

in Germany and used many Germans as information channels without their

direct knowledge. There definitely existed, however, also the paid agent

type. The Axis situation favored the emergence of an intermediate type

of" agent Who accepts gifts but is not on a regular payroll, as gifts wore

much more valuable in Germany than money and also because providing infor-

mation for the Japanese ally was not considered treasonable*

k* Subject states that thoro wore about 3,000 agents of the

JIS operating in Germany. This included a great number of foreigners,
such as Chinese seamen, White Russians.,". Poles, Indians, Czechs, etc.
Among Germans, Subject has a specific suspicion against one German,
Dr. Hermann LUET, who maintained friendly relations with such Japanese
as Dr. SATO and UCRTDA. Other possible Japanese agents known to Subject
arc:

a) Dr. OUCPUN, a White Russian girl who
worked in the I.Ianchurian Embassy. She
might be also a Russian agent.

Hiss ARENS, mistress of Gcn.KONATZU
and secretory in the Heoroswaffcnamt

.

The Poles are said to have had important connections with the JIS. Subject
states that KX.G.WA, secretary of the Manchurian Embassy, played a "certain"
role in the genesis of the WARSAW uprising of 19^

.
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B.

To-nnosc personalities^
Additional a*** oft oert^a Jaggflgsg^E

a) Dr. 3AT0:-

b) MAYEDA -

c) HOTONO -

a) KLTAHARA -

c) sim -

f ) ONODERA

Ministry Counsel, rcprcson.ata.vo of

the Japanese Ministry of the Interior

in the Japanese Embassy, pro-Russian.

Representative also of the Japanese

Secret Piuld Police "KEMEEL" and one

of his nain tasks consisted in learning

everything possible about German Gestapo

methods . He was in direct contact with

tho Secret Service of the War Ministry.

Secretaries : YOTSUKOTO and Miss KRUG

(living in BERLIN-ZIiPERNICK)

.

Being pro-Russian, he decided to

wait for the Russians with other Japa-

nese civilians in BERLIN-BELITZ.

Inner circle of SATO: Dr. MIX^SAWA-

dangerous individual, general helper

for SATO » Dr. HARA- AsfLhi Shimbwn

representative. Dr. KATO - Nichi Nichi

Shinlun representative.

Studied in HEIDELBERG, is very educated.

Pro-American. Member of the cultural

relations section of tho Embassy, Not

believed to have had more than noroal

contacts with the Secret Service.^

Was lecturer of Japanese at VIENNA

University 194^^.5 •

Anti-Russian, pro-Western democracies,

anti-OSHIHA. Very rich and educated.

His wife is half-French. A friend of

LAVAL and well informed about the
,

conversations between HITLER and I^VAIm

Author of philosophical treatises.

Directed an East Asia Institute in

VIENNA and was in contact with the JIS

for' purposes of economic and technical

espionage as well as an- observer of

political and intellectual currents in

Germany* Is ultra-nationalist, hostile

to practically every foreign country.

Professor DONAT , teacher of Japanese
at the Berlin University, knows hin
well.

Japanese Ambassador in SPAIN - Chief
of the Japanese Secret Service for
Western Europe. Pro-Allied.

Japanese military attache in STOCKHOLM,
pro-Russian, if not actually controlled
by the Russians. Source of numerous
items of information hostile to Germany.

C. Japanese Secret Coi.iminications

.

6* In November 1%4, Subject's section of Ant VI obtained
the Manchurian code through agent Alia MBXER chief secretary of the
I.Ianchurian Embassy who took the code out of -£ho Embassy safe and put it
back after it had been photographed. Ono photostat was kept with :j.rt VI
and another was handed over to OKW-Chi (Chiffriorabtcilung) , directed

by the
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by the mathematician Dr. HUETTENHEBvi. The Japanese export of OKT-Ohi was

1st Lt. Dr. ;j)LER (about 32 years old, 1.70 *, oval face, you™\^>
intelligent expression, possibly to bo located through assessor ixl0J3^,

secretary of the German-Japanese Society, BERLIN, Ahomstrasso 1 or &)*

7. The code consisted of a book of about 300 pages v/ith

an introduction in Japanese and divided into an encoding and

section. It contained numbers of L, digits from 0000 to 9999 (or «»/,
and to each number corresponds a Japanese sign standing either ior a

word or for a grammatical form of a noun, verb, etc. A3 the coaca

messages of the Manchurian Embassy consisted of groups of 5 ^™r?'

however, some additional operation was necessarily involved alter xne

encoding had been done according to the book and Dr. iJXER was unaoio

to find the solution to this problem.

8. While the messages of the Manchurian Embassy wore sent

in groups of 5 figures, those of the Japanese Embassy consisted of

groups of 5 letters. Subject believes, however, that the WO systoms

were not entirely independent from each othor and that the Japanese

system too was ultimately based on the oode stolen from the Manchurian

Embassy. y

9. Code-clerk in the Manchurian B-bassy was a Japanese

n.onnrt TT/.RAT. Hq should bn funv infomed about all technicalities

connected v/ith encoding and decoding.

10. L cipher machine was kept in the private apartment of

the Manchurian Embassy councillor EHAHA. According to Subject, the

Japanese cipher machine is fundamentally different from all other cipher

machines in use.

11. Messages from HEREIN to TOKYO wont via HARBIN, messages

from T0EY0 to BERLIN via IIA0RID.

D. Germans with knowledge of Japanese language end affairs :

12. Teachers of Japanese at German Universities:-

a) Professor V/alter D0ILJF, Berlin University

b) Professor 3CH;JSSCffilEDT , Berlin University

c) Professor IC?JEGSLER, Bonn University, Bonn
Clcnensstrasso. Teacher of Subject.

d) Professor CLtJ33EN, Heidelberg University,
scarce knor/1edge of language, expert
on Japanese cconorjy.

e) Professor Dr. 3L..VTK, University of Vienna.

13* Colleagues of Subject at interpreter school, co-editors
of military dictionary:-

a) Dr. T/olfgang H/JENISGH, Berlin-Zehlcndcrf

.

b) Dr. ?rittjof SCKIIELIIKi, Berlin,! loirxonetrass o.
Chcnist.

14 • Graduates fron interpreter course :-

a) Clcncns EI©SIS - Wetzlar, merchant, has boon
previously in Japan for the BOOEHLER steel

I
* fim.
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*A Vtmmlm BREITKREUZ, Berlin, riorchant, nas
b) tfO&W^ prcviou6ly in Japan for the-

I;G. parbonindustrio.

0) Ernst HANKOIIL , architect.

d) von GLINZKx, 1st Lt. Assigned to Attache-
} abtcilung 0KS7.

1

6) mm IOLB, Capt. Assign to .ttacho-
7 abtcilung 015/.

f } Dr. von STECHOW, has knowledge of matters

relating to Japanese Lav/, Was

together with Subject in charge

of Far Eastern Division of the Int.
'

Academy for Social and Administrative

Sciences.

g) ARNDT, Capt., son-in-lav/ of Goncralobcrst

HARFE, Borlin-tfucnsdorf , assignod

to Attacheabtoilung OKW.

h) Eduard FRISCH, enginocr, Prague.

1) CLEMENT, fnu, Vienna.

j) Dr. 1CUELLER, Vienna or Tokyo,

k) Dr. FREUDENBERG, Muenchen-Haar

.

1) KRAEiviER, half-Japanese, Hanburg

m) Dr. SAEUBERLICH , Berlin

n) Ingoborg von GRONAU, daughter of the German

Air Attache in Tokyo.

o) Eva KIt'JPT, Berlin, Kaninastrass c«

p) Dr. WALS, Berlin, assigned to the research
:

' department of the Air Ministry

q) Dr. MIEBACH, Berlin, assigned to the research
department of the Jar Ministry.

r) BEUTHNER, half-Japanese, Berlin, assigned
to the radio listening service of
tho Ministry of Foreign Affairs
at the Scehaus, Berlin-Wannsco.

s ) von SCHACK 1st Lt . , Berlin, Attachoabteilung
OKW. "~*7

t) Dr. SCHWINDT, Danzig, Tochnischo Hochschulc
(institute of Technology)

u) Major MOSSDORF, Berlin, ORY or OKL

v) HINDER, architect, Berlin, Ministry of
Propaganda.

w) SCHUBERT, 1st Lt. Eerlin, adjutant of
the General der Flicgcr KESSLER
who was to be the successor of
GRONAU at Tokyo.
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x) Dr. SCHAEFER, Berlin, Ministry of Propaganda.

154 Liis collanoous

:

a) Profoosor Dr.' HAMITSCH and Dr. DEUEL, loft

during l$y on submarine for Tokyo

as interpreters for tho military

attache. •

b) . Dr. JocrnLEO, Itzohoo, formerly employed in

the Japanese ministry for railways,

recently in Ant VI.

c) Frau Dr. WELNERT, Berlin, in Far-Eastern

division of ij.it VI (evaluation of

information)

d) Dr. ERAUN, Legation Councillor, East Asia

division chief of the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, now in SALZBURG.

e) Dr. JAKOB, secretary of Dr. BRAUN.

f) Dr. ADLER, Japanese expert in 0KY7-Chi (Secret

Conrciunications division)

16. Subject states that further information could be supplied by

the German-Japanese Society (Berlin, Ahornstrasso 1 or 2) which -was directed

by Admiral FORSTER and -whose secretary "was Assessor TROEMEL.

17. Subject's father, Professor Dr. Willibald KERFEL, (address:

Bad Godesberg, Wiedemanntrass e 37) is a scholar of Oriental languages,.

Professor of Hindustani and Indology at the Bonn University, director of

the Oriental Seminar. Has a thorough knowledge of the Indian circles in

Germany and elsewhere and is a close friend of the Maharaja ox BAROD;..

E « rggjitrtj^itios in the Far East:

18 . Information on Far Eastern affairs reached Germany through

the German Consulates and Embassies in Japan, Manchuria and Nanking, in

particular through .the police Attaches at these places. There also oxisced

a secret intelligence not headed an SHANGHAI hy a certain "BORIS" who sent

information through tho police attache of NANKING. He vras in contaco -with

a - umber of Germans in the Far East who appeared in his messages as sources

under the cover names "FRITZ", "SILL", "LUD¥IG", "OTTO". Toward the end

of 1%4 it became clear that BORIS -worked in contact with agones ox tne

Russian Secret Service. He attempted to obtain authorization for conduc-

ting negotiations with the Russians for a compromise peace. Subject

believes that by now BORIS is entirely under the control of the Russians.

He has no details about his person except that BORIS was said to be chief

~* tj^4-t, t,*«,*»*,a - far, Vinrl nccmnhcat ronni.ncd behind in CHINA.

19. BORIS transmitted normal political, economic and military

intelligence. Some of the more interesting items of information concerned

are: -

a) Information about secret agreements between

Japan and Russia concerning promise of non-

intervention by Russia in spite of the

denunciation of the Neutrality pact.

b) Information about Russian ships carrying arm;

and ar.Taunition to Japanese-occupied China

ports for use against CHLANG's armies. This

information
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, • *, «*» through on 2 difforont counts
information came Vnr «B /^,lilar infor-
in the latter £(* ofl9^ £ to 3Upply
nation - concerning ^an

; ^ening of tho
Japan wi^ an ^ in exchange for
Japanese rotary '

ovor 1Ianchuria,

between Japan and Russia}

.

ri* wirt* also reported about tho progress of the
C)

^iftions oet,een CHu«

.

about the friotion between OWM UX«
and Gen. STILWELL. In oonnootlott with this

,

KOISO gave a mission to General UGjJa to

cone to a compromise peace Math CHUNGKING

China. UGAKE
. of tho WANG CUING TO! regime to CHuTCtKENG for

negotiations, but the Donald NELSON mission

foilod the plans of the Japanese,

d) BORIS also reported the existence of a secret

association under KONOYE favoring capitulation

to tho Allios.

20. Information from BORIS and from other sources led to tho belief

at the end of 19V+ that peace between Japan and Chungking China was

u\wl« holiof was based on the following:- .naoinent <.

a) Rumor that Madame CHIANG KAI CHEK was going t(

sue for divorce. As she -was considered ^ the

representative of the pro-American faction,

this rumor was interpreted as the oonsoquonoo

of an iixiinent anti-American move on tho part

of her husband. •

mily

from the Cabinet

c) Death of WANG CHENG WEI in Tokyo which made

it possible to unite the NANKING and CHUNKING
rogimcs under CHIANG. In this connection

.

German circles had their doubts about the

naturalnoss of WANG CHENG WEI 1 s death, in

spito of his long disease

21. Ever since tho second half of 1%4, the GIS was preparing for

the eventuality of a betrayal by JAPAN and the possible switching ovor

of tho fronts (Russia and Japan vs the Western Powers and Germany)

.

Consequently ..Jit VI prepared an informer nut for the par East which was
to have throe centers:

a) Cap St. Jacques.

b) Kalgan, Mongolia

c) . Shanghai

Except for the selection of s^.io personnel, this plan remained on paper.

22



22. In connection with the already reported document on

conversation between Russian and Japanese officials in MOSCOW

concerning future Russian plans (see para 31), Subject adds that it

was obtained by Kommando "ROLAND 11

, one of the special units of Ant VI.

P. G~2 , 5th Army report of Subject:

* . *

•23 We further reproduce without comment, the following

report on Subject conducted by the G~2 Interrogation Center, 5thW
on k June 1945- This report is No. 118, CIT. Rot: CICF serial No 223

referred to in para 5 of our JZX-1647- The following interrogation

-was written by Capt. KOLISCH of 5th Army.
.•

-
-

• •• .
•

• •

'
..

24, KIRFEL, Harold Dr. (Diplomat). Date and place of birth:

1914, SIEGBORG, Rhinolalia. Hone address: SIEGBORG, Kaiserstrasso JgU

Civilian occupation: Law student, Gorman- Foreign Office Liaison Officer

(Administration) at GASTEIN. Party affiliation: SA since 1952. Ho

joined the party in 1934. Does not remember his number. GIS career:

In March 1940 Subject joined AEWEHR AMT III, BERLIN. Owing to his

excellent knowledge of Chinese and Japanese he was assigned to tho Far

Eastern Section of the AUSKJ©SBRIEFPRUEFUNGSSTELLE . This was a sub-

section of the Censorship Department of AMT III, responsible for colla-

ting, evaluating and editing information obtained from censorship.

Subject's CO was Maj. Dr. TIIURNAU who was later promoted to Lt. Col.

and placed in charge of the censorship Department -of' AMT III. Subject

handled all important censorship extracts from letters written by Far

Eastern nationals from all over the -world. These letters were channel-

ized through the Far Eastern Section of the Censorship Department in

BERLIN which passed on the relevant material to Subject.

25# In September 1940 Subject was transferred to the inter-

preter school in BERLIN and, after ..passing examinations in Japanese

and Chinese, was made instructor in these languages -with officer

status. During this period he prepared a comprehensive Manual on tho

Japanese Armed Forces (including the Japanese Intelligence Services)

for the use of students at the interpreter school and for Gorman

officers who -were attached to the German Military Attache's Staff in

Japan. The latter were also trained by Subject, Information in

this Manual-were obtained partly through German Secret Intelligence

sources in Japan and partly from Subject's own numerous contacts with

Japanese officials in BERLIN. '

26. In October 1940 Subject was transferred to the Far

Ear-tern Section of the Academy of International Social Science,

Professor HOEHN was in charge of this section. His deputy was Dr.

SATO, councillor to the Japanese Embassy in BERLIN. During this

period, Subject contacts -Maj. WEIHRAUCH of AMT VI of the RSHA and

sold him the idea of setting up an anti-Japanese Offensive and

Defensive Section which -would come directly under AMT VI. The work

of this section -would have been:- (1) To obtain all possible infor-

mation on the activities of Japanese nationals in GERMANY and tho '

occupied territories; (2) to obtain political intelligence on

JAPAN through contacts with Japanese diplomatic and other official

representatives, and through agents in GERMANY especially selected

for this kind of -work; (3) to recruit and organize a network of

agents and informers who -would subsequently be sent to operate

with radio ccununications in INDO-CHINA, CHINA , YUNAN and THAILAND.

The department was creatod as a result of objective appreciation
of JAPAN'S long term cynical policy which aimed at complete
exploitation of GERMANY, so long as this was possible, for her
own immediate -war aims. Subject states that as of the end of

1943 all plans mado by JAPAN were based on the assumption of a
German collapse.



******* to work at the Academy of

27 .
subject continued to £r

}
^ & cOVor fQr

international Social Sconce (,ar Eastorn ^^ uscful

his intelligence work ana also occaus

contacts

.

, - 1QK , Qn-hioct was apioointcd by tho German
20. in October 19Mf bub3^oWM -

t0 foreign dip-

Fereign Office to be ^^^Sm countries)

icmatics (in particular^^^S^m^rdia BERLIN. At
who had been «UMfc*ft to^^^^ reported to m VI

GASTEEN he continued »» *«*gS ^ Japanese diplomats to
in BERLIN by courier. He *c°°

collapse and surrendered tho:

MILANO immediately prior to the German coj.xai

to the Allies.

m Subieot worked in collaboration with Dr. ^ASSEN,
23*. oUDjoc-c >vux ^ _ Tft^nvirtort scholar, who had spc

mm:

VAU-LEUTE

TRANF AM7R0N ) Indo-Chinese with contacts in the Japanese

So ^bassy. ^^^^t f°^^l
VAN« ) a special espionage network m JAPAN ./hich™

' was being organized by the Subject for service

in the Par East; all of them were anti-

Japanese. They should still bo m BERLIN.

LEO Dr. A German with considerable Japanese e;q?ericncc.

HERZPELD ,?rau Dr.) Both had considerable social contacts™
Y/EINERT )

Japanese and other Far Eastern circles m BERLIN.

?A3D

g) MAYOR, Miss Alla.Whitc Russian, worked in the Manchurian Embassy,

mother was murdered in the Russian Revolution,

her father escaped to JAPAN, but was handed

back to the Russians by the Japanese . She may

still be in BERLIN.
^ -

h) TOTSKY,Ilona Estonian girl who had contacts in the Japanese

Embassy* .
>

i) Gorman girl Subject cannot remember hor namo. She was Chief

Secretary to tho Japanese Attache.

30. All the above agents had their own network of informers,,

details of which are unknown to Subject. Besides these, there wore also

some unfitting Japanese sources classified as !!I-LEUTE I! by Subject.

Subject's section also carried out special operations on the Japanese
diplomatic promises which consisted of removing!photographing and then

replacing documents of military and political interest. Such operations,

which of course effected a great deal of information, details of -.vhich

Subject is prepared to give, wore obtained through friendly "insido

contacts 11
.

31. Subject spoke of a document removed (he docs not knov/

how) from a Japanese official, and passed on to him by ALU1 VI. It

described a meeting of JAPANESE and RUSSIAN officials in MOSCOW in

January l%-5 at ".vhich the Russians clarified their foreign police in

respect to JAPAN and the Western POWERS. They stated that their immediate

aim was to occupy as much of GERmANI as possible, including, in particular



the industrial areas of liAfflSBBUHG, DESSaU, KiiSSEL and all the.JKm -» v

They vrould then exploit Gcroan technical experience to build up xne

present deficiencies in their own arr.ied forces, particular

instruments, instruments for use in their jte Force, etc. Only then wo^

RUSSIA be in a position to declare war on the *^ern
+
^'°^OS

d^daccording

February

32. Subject stated that HAMHEBR, GHANDI BOSE's KffiE™
resentative in GERMANY has informed hdm that ho had been ordered oy BOoE

shortly prior to the collapse of CfflvIANi to instruct FREE INDIA .olcLicrs

fighting for Germany to surrender to RUSSIA and not to the Western .01a.es

HAMKEER added that arrangements had already boon made for himscli to

surrender to the RUSSIANS as a result of secret agreement between Ji&JX

and RUSSIA.

Comments and Recommendations:

33. It would seem that socio form of Anti-Japanese Section of

tho RSHA did actually exist. It is difficult, however, at this stage to

gauge how far Subject has exaggerated tho scope of his own activities in

order to give himself a "build-up". The possibility that the relations

have been invented on tho basis of directives issued him prior to the

collapse of GERMANY cannot be overlooked. The presentation of the facts

certainly is in keeping with Nazi Propaganda Technic.

mp

Distribution:

cc: Col. Earlc B. NICHOLS (l)

WASHINGTON (

6

LONDON (

6

SCl/Z/Milan (1

SCl/Z/Gcnoa (

1

SCl/z/Turin 1 1

SCI Unit/A (l

JG file (1
piles (
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ON TURKISH AND BULGARIAN SYSTEMS.

Attached is a report on an interrogation carried out by
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is a copy
original
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t 3n retained uocw

:

:V. A;r Hecords
Act

Introductory : ^O^-
It had been requested that SCHERSCKMIDT should do a complete

written paper on his work on Turkish and Bulgarian ~3
the

his eyes, after a recent operation do not yet P^*^^f>
subjects were covered by interrogation instead. H

J
&

sketchy on many points, but it seems unlikely that a written

account based on further recollection would add much substance to

this account.

1. Turkish systems

a) Diplomatic .

The Auswartiges. Amt did not work on Turkish at all until

1934. S. believes that there was in fact very little Turkish

traffic until after the MONTREUX Conference in that year. He had

worked on Turkish in 1920 and believes that the codes remained

basically the same (alphabetic, with Arabic lettering) until 1^34.

1934 - early 1935 * The main system in this period was a set of

3 4-digit codes used in monthly rotation. The codes were alphabetic

within any one initial letter, but the order of the letters was

scrambled. The codes 7/ere rarely used without encipherment Dy a

section, while SCHERSCHi/iIDT himself concentrated on book-building

and translation, occasionally checking the work of the girls in

case of difficulty. Book-building and translation were fairly

difficult, because of the use of the Arabic lettering and because

SCHERSCHMIDT himself was only learning Turkish as he went along.

The auxiliary system, used for less important traffic, had

a single code, completely unalphabetic. Though theoretically more

difficult, the code was used about half the time without encipherment

and was built up accordingly, aided by one or two isolated cases of

reencodement from the main system. The encipherment system, when

used, was the same as for the main system and was solved in the

same manner.

The two systems covered all the main diplomatic links.

S. believed that there were other codes used for isolated links, as

RIO DS JANEIRO and BUENOS AIRES, but there had never been enough

material for a solution of these.

1935 - 1939 , In 1935 the Turks switched abruptly to the latin

system of literation and issued a new main system cordisting of

3 codes used in monthly rotation as before. The old set of three

Arabic-lettered codes was made fully alphabetic and was used as

an auxiliary system for consular traffic.
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the same solution technique was used as before. The code was at

The basic set of latin codes remained in use until 1939, when

S. left the section. The codes were scrambled by sections in

1938, but the thread was quickly regained.

1939 - 1944 S. 's knowledge of the period is vague as he handed

the section over to BENZING in 1939- When he wished to return to

Turkish in 1943 there was difficulty (though not with BENZING himseli;

over his status, and lie left Pers Z S entirely for a year. S.

finally resumed Turkish in 1944, being almost entirely occupied in

translation in the last months of the war.

He believes ihe basic codes became entirely alphabetic in 1939.

They were always enciphered, but he does not know the exact system,

nor the exact details of solution methods. It is assumed that

the basic technique remained the same, and that the stripping was

done by -fche less skilled personnel, while BENZING and one or two

others did the harder jobs of book-building and translation.

Almost complete success continued.

In addition to the main system S. recalls an unalphabetic

latin-literation code used from SWITZERLAND; this he believes to be

an older code which had been compromised. Still another code was

used from AFGHANISTAN and beginning in 1944 from GREECE. At first
en*bfs a copy

solution of later enciphered AFGHANISTAN traffic. • . . . *

e original ha*
2, Turkish systems been retained u

ection 3(4) of t

F^ufc)l?c Rocorcls
While the Auswartiges Amt did not handle military, iicatric

habitually, the Turkish military traffic was made available to
them, and they tackled it when time permitted.

The first solutions were achieved in 1936-7 and continued
until 1939, although there wa3 very little traffic in this period.
The code was 5 Z, and was sometimes enciphered by a primitive
method taking only one or two digits of each group and leaving the
rest unchanged. Solution was aided by a common "General Staff 11

address which came to four groups in the new Latin literation,
and by one case of a direct reencodement from a message sent in the
diplomatic code.

After 1939 a new code was introduced, and S. is unable to give
any details of BENZING 1 s work on it. He has the impression that
spasmodic success was achieved, but the bulk of the work on this
was done by OKW. (The OKW section was headed by REG. HAT Dr.
LOCKER, and had more people than FERS. Z S. 3. had a low opinion
of the linguistic ability of the OKW translators, and did not
think the results were in proportion to the numerical difference.
He believes OKW had considerable success with Turkish military
systems.)

3« Bulgarian Systems . S. stressed that this was not his main
job and was done largely on a spare-time basis. Before 19j#
Bulgarian work was not considered important at all, and only a few

b) Military .



scattered efforts were made. S. went to work on it in earnest

only in the Summer of 1941.

The main system consisted of two basic codes, used on the

same links for material of different security importance. The

codes were 5 Z, with about 20- 30,000 actual values before 1939,

and 30- 40,000 thereafter. The basic code was changed once

between 1939 and 1944, S. thinks in 1941, and the former top

security code then became the auxiliary system.

Except for one 2-3 month period the codes were not enciphered.

Up to 20 links were served by providing a different pagination

for the code twice a month on a single link. Within the pages the

values were written in a cyclic alphabetical order, but the cycle

might start in the middle of a page and run backwards or down and

then up, or in a variety of ways.

Solution depended entirely on the amount of traffic. Any

major link could be solved at will if the effort could be made, and

in fact from 1943 on all major links were read. The basic code

had been completely recovered by that time and the pagination could

be built up correctly, with the aid of "Reference", numbers,

special names, and lettered values which gave very common groups.

The chief difficulty was to break the additional special pages

provided for the use of each link, with personal and geographical

names. As a whole solution was never a difficult technical

operation.

S. knows nothing of Bulgarian military systems.

*



Vith reference to the attached uuonts, I v/ould be

grateful if Thornett, or anyone else oon ;
could provide

me with a questionnaire for KXRF:3L.

Major Seaman has suggested the following questions

(1) What other Japanese crypto materials wore lifted ?

(2) What suooess did German cryptanalysts have with Jap
systems ?

(3) Describe fully tte Japanese machine mentioned para 10#

Could Germans read the machine messages ?

Would you -please return the enclosures in due course

with your reply.

18th Septemberj 1945 *
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i Id be further per-

On the basis cf incoming telegrams these M™
lnc0!ains telegram*

feeted and in part corrected so chat now an -

are read almost In their entirety.
CLX™ OdUUVW ^

Sp,nish codes have developed 0^^^^ *

alphabetic codes. The size of lh?
as stU1 t

code is always lu,0ou groups. *r*™Z$Ztt within the Indi-

um are still being transposeo a«.pn*b-t^A/ case
vidual pages aad the page numbers are teansposea.

naB,toers

of the more recent coaes the pa3e n0L.eers always
are transposed. The vocabulary of tneludxviiu.

remains the same. Once we s» f " ' W8 leaning^ for
n-^bers of a new code there

"f°f °^vidua"' group is therefore
each group. The meaning of

T
*fo£^£^^fdes the last two

much easier to determine, in ail -panish c
a telegram

places of each group are read c irst .
B» |1» iater to

noticed In code "00" which was relayed some «!r»^ Tn ^was noticed in code -w »m™ •-
. *0^ B In this

another office in a slightly changed 1 arm ooae u
we

. ,..„ ,,r-<?alble to determine some 5" groups. *.uj^
way It was PessiDie ton

a, taost ,n the page numcers Oi
have- 3UC e£d In determining a3 »oet all theW »*»~^.
the cede. The content of the telegrams consists eh.efly

_

code

.

Argentina

Oaly one code is used for Argentine telegrams. The code

j *i 1 .-^r^.env ann the tnaior Dirt ox tne vocaouj.^.ij
o,s anraiig^u Bt*'u

; . * . ..v piose are the following special
i= to the general section, at one ciosw cixc

-; ^ „

^LSana- soellic table,' dates, numbers, year aates, *ist o,

tltll ti ../tr^'^ons and cities as veil aa a list of Argentine

TlT<Ltte ir spite of the systematic alphabetical structure of

^ cote!% complete solution of the telegram calls for a great

ae'l of effort since the code i, est* -J
offers man* compound forms. The main vocabulary of tue coae
°- rXc 5oO '»o»ps to la.i-h :„re added the above named lists

SrSit tM 4oW^ten* of the code runs over 101,000 groups

.

•o,v'^ be-un in 1927 and the code is now so fa* soIved toar

incoming telegrams can be read rougnly, although not always

o '"1 f \ f*C x

^ginning the first of January in 1926 fcft© number luO was

to each^-place group ana mast be subtracted before de~

In the traffic of the Argentine Government with the naval

.fa3ioa in Italy and with other naval attaches a cipher system

Vr'ir. use which has not yet been vorfced on.

CniJie

Work on the Chilean telegrams which we have . oen aoie to

solve since Kerch, 192^, vs.. started in August, 192o, and could

rn n P
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i „v,t htiip It developed
bo completed successfully within a short z^*t^^t±Q 5-ietter
that the previously used and already solved sysrema

th^f±r3t
code with 26,300 groups was still being usea. " "'f. or,med with
and last two letters of each group were being transfo.mea

_

the aid of a digraphic substitution .table .
The taDie

ly solved and the telegrams read once more.

Ecuador

Since the end of 1923 an exchange of tele| rams between

the Government of Ecuador and its representative in MerAin xu

been observed. The telegrams consist of non-pronounceable i.u

letter groups . In the autumn of 1926 we began work
°*

J'h^ *raX

fid atiS it appeared that the division of the cipher text into

lO-lotter" groups was purely arbitrary. For encipnerment a code

la used consisting of 2, 3 and Alette* groups which, after con

version, are run together and transmitted in groups ox JO letters

The division of the* groups' is recognized by the vowels since the

first letter of every group U a Vowel, while the other letoers

of the1 group are consonants, The code is hot in strict aipna-

b©tidal ©frdeiM solution has progressed to a point where all in-

6cmihg telegrams can be read entirely,
I

: ex-.ee

Telegraphic traffic of the Mexican Government with its

representatives abroad is entirely, with the aid of cipher sys-

tems ; no code is employed. When work was begun in the autumn
of 1926 it came out that Mexico in the previous years used the

same key for rather long periods. Not until 192o did they begin
to improve their cipher system by combining 5 alphabets of a 26-

alphabet table to form a key which would be used for several
days, and finally in 192? they began to use a separate key for
each telegram. The system itself/ consists of a 5-pis-ce Caesar,
-„e.

; the text to be enciphered is divided into groups of 5 letters
^nd then the first go the fifth letter of each individual grourj
is enciphered by a particular substitution alphabet. For trans-
mission two groups are combined, hence j incoming telegrams con-
sist of 10-letter groups. As mentioned above, most of the back
key3 and nearly all the current keys have been solved.

a

Or>lombia

Colombian traffic Is enciphered very much like the Mexican
\ 1 i 1;b the aid cf 5 successive sub 3 1 1tut i on : ;

"*
<

. , tabets . Telegrams
on hand have been solved and since the tables are always used
for several telegrams, solution of this traffic ought not to
cause any particular difficulties in the future.

Bolivia

Like Mexico and Colombia, Bolivia for its telegraphic traf-
fic uses a cipher system. While the two previously mentioned
countries use 5 alphabets,, Bolivia uses .10 in sequences. Even

TOP 3 E 0 R B T
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In regard to cryptographic ^^SfjJ America. In
advanced country of all those is Central —

^

oun( .eobXe groups
telegraphic traffic a 5-letter cods pi o oun<

is used which contains 10,000 to 20,000 values, uu
ttempt

SXtremely scanty material, 43 telegrams ^T^W^JW^
to 'croak the system appears futile .

II » " x „ithout
material should come in, this code should be ^otaW«x
too great difficulty, thanks to the great help ai J orae

transmission of proper names by spelling sjstea.

(JruKuay

The telegraphic traffic of Uruguay i
?
like*i*«

that no train is being done at present. Without *^™Stdb»
tigation fra dan say that, with more materialM could be

attained without too great effort since it 13 merely a 2 digit

eneiphermsnt employed with & short code.

Portugal

The Portuguese Government uses for teleg^ghxe 6o»Unica-

clcn with its representatives ^figit codes ox 60,000 70,000

groups* In the autumn of. 1926 we began working on Portuguese

material. As formerly, so today, with Portuguese codes, the

last three digits of the 5-aigit cede group are to oe reaa s.ir-oZ

It was "ascertained that for each circuit a particular code exist

ed *or the Berlin-Lisbon, Lisbon-Berlin traffic, whxen was

attacked first, it could be shown that this code can oe re-

duced by means of a 1000-pXace substitution table to a code in

nSS earlier , The 5 last digits of the 5-digit code group,

vjhieh are to be read first, correspond to the page numbers of

the code which have been changed in respect to ear} ier codes,

while the line numbers continue unchanged. When the work had
; pressed so far that we could recognize the approximate con-

,.;vaoui t^o ww * ^ v -*-w ** u ~ ~ '

the other haxid , in the case of the c ode used between Bucharest
and Lisbon, this possibility has been proven and if more person-
nel is aval! able a rapid solution should be -possible

.

Since March, Xy26, a new code has been used in Brazilian
traffic. The work on this, begun in the past few weeks, shows
that it is again an alphabetical code constructed very much
like the one formerly in use. As before, the last J> digits
of the 5-digit group are read first. The number of groups,
94, Sot in the old code has been expanded by 5>0Q0 in the new
code, from which we conclude that the expansion of the code
has taken place by introduction of new concepts. Solution is
rather difficult because of the lack of material (JO messages)

,

However, a good skeleton has been obtained for further work in
the groups already solved.

TOP S S C R K T
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Conclusion
the

In conclusion it Is neceasary to say a fewJ*or
report

personnel question. Even though in the Pf^°fn^L^ese
the codes and ciphers of most of the Spanish ^J°**^?*

e

speaking countries have been solved, *™SS2t where
by no mians adequate to develop these codes to tt» P™

n
™-

all telegrams can be read completely. It is abso1?^
sary that in the present status of the work an assistant

a complete mastery of the language concerned be available forwcn
of the two language groups. If this is not the **»^™
or later things will bog down again and in view ox the progres

sive difficulty of the codes and ciphers, it will not be so

easy to get a fresh start once more.

Furthermore, in the future the English materials:- must

be worked on more intensively. The two codes worked on and

solved, "BIO" and "B12" call for a separate assistant to ma

possible further development. For the new work (numbers) one

permanent assistant is the least we must have.
i

To make possible further successful work we should there

fore need:

For English codes "BIO" and "B12" 1

Statistical work 1

Spanish group 1

Portuguese group I

Total *

Berlin, 8 August 1927
Ernst Hoffman
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on the Group , na , n
British Empire, Thailand, Portugal, »|B»j

Latin America

England

Worked on:
a) English JHgit Systems: . . „,. lr 0 f» rhis;

ThS "Interdepartmental Code". The ba.ic coae byol
c
of ^|

system was captured and the sections of the addi^fi0^fbv
worked out from time to time were -laced at our disposal oy

O.k.W. or the Air Ministry, - ,

Some telegrams from the Middle East could be read; toward tne

end of the year the receipts were so light that further woi*t

on this material no longer appeared worthwhile.

b) English letter systems: „
,

.U "B 25", a non-systematic 4-letter code with 10,224 groups.

It wf.s' solved and so far developed that telegrams could

be read for a considerable period almost without gap. In

the autumn of 1940 a captured original was sent us which
made possible complete reading of telegrams.

2) "B 221
', a systematic 5 -letter code with 84,000 groups.

It was solved and telegrams have been read for approxi-
mately | years. In the summer of 19^0 we were give« a
captured original.

3) "B 30", a- non-systematic code of 4-letter groups used in
the Wear, Middle and Far East, Traffic received was slight;
however a beginning was made in setting up an Index and
the cross sum of the groups as well as the size of the
code was determined.

Not worked on:
The consular system and Tener- Iffa-Las Pa3,mas traffic, .In-

volving transposed plain text, in wnich only a few telegrams
ecalved.

South Africa

Worked :

a) "B 22" (see England a 2), and
b) "B 23% a systematic 5-letter code of approximately the

same size as "B 22" which wa3 solved and so far worked out
that the rare incoming 'telegrams can be read almost without
gaps

.

Not worked on:
A letter system used in traffic with Stockholm, due to want

of material. The last telegram of this type was received 16
December, 1$MH.

Ireland

a) "B22" (fee England a 2), and
b) "B22" enciphered. This involves 3-4 different Spaltenver-

fahren ±-ach with. T26, which can be reduced to strips. The

TOP SECRET
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encipherment table is so used that one 5-pl^e «roup s

-laced according to T26n , the following group^y *2bn 1^ *

r T26n 3 or else T26n-1, T26n-2 or T26n-> ^P
or p
grams can be read completely.

In 19^1 223 Irish telegrams were read.

Canada

Worked on:

"B 22" (See England a 2)
Not worked on: , ^ _

. ^p^p 1
' ved.

A 5-ietter system in which only isolated telegrams were received.

In 1941 583 British Empire telegrams were read.

Thailand

Worked on: _ n n ^nn
A systematic 5~digit code in English language w±th 110, 000

groups. For the last 10,000 numerical groups usually pronounce-

able letter groups of indefinite length are given. A part 01

the telegrams is enciphered, i.e., there is added to or sub-

tracted from the line number of the groups a multiple 01 ^ ac-

cording to an indicator. Telegrams are read almost without gaps.

In 19^1 97 Thailand telegrams were read.

Portugal

Worked on:

a) A partially systematic 5-digit code with 50,000 groups.

Encipherment on the different circuits is in the following

fashion:
1. By subtraction or addition to the line number of a sum

fixed for the circuit concerned.

2. By transposition of the group elements.

3. By 1000-place substitution tables for the page numbers.

b) A'partially systematic 5-digit code with 61,500 groups. It

is~ enciphered with 20 distinct 100-place substitution tables

for the line number of the groups and on some circuits also

with a lOuO-ylace table for the pages. In addition there is

a letter encipherment to avoid repititions, i.e., a 100-letter
table for the" line number and a 1000-letter table for the page
number, Moreover, for each circuit there is a distinct trans-
position of the group elements.

A large part of the telegrams were read with some gaps.
In Berlin-Lisbon traffic telegrams sent in this code were

not read because keys changed so frequently and receipts were
so small that only in a few cases did the work yield any
practical result.

c) A partially systematic 5-digit code with 61,800 groups with
encipherments of the type described in paragraph b. The nu-
merical encipherments were solved and beginnings made in the
solution of the code. Because of the slight receipts and
lack of personnel for Portuguese, work was not continued.

In 19^1 66 Portuguese telegrams were read.

TOP SECRET
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Brazil

Worked on:
a) i^&JTlR a systematic 5-letter code uith 165,625 fMU*.

The telegrams were read almost without gap.
82,000

2. "Eras. B2", a partly systematic oode »1W »

groups. After 2,200 groups haa been recover eel an

?les of telegrams read with some gaps, a copy of the

iginal code was placed at ;our disposal by O.K .V .
wnxon

made possible a complete reading of all telegrams.

b)
S^taS!*^! a systematic code with 100,000 5-diSlt groups.

The telegrams were read almost without gaP. „

2. "Bras. Z7" and "Bras. *8'\ Encipherment of ras ZX

by means of 1000-place ta.bles for the page numbers and

interchange of group elements. The telegrams were read

almost without gaps.
5 "Bras . zy\ a code with 80,000 digit groups, vhich was

put together from "Bras. B2" by the exchange of the page

numbers and displacement of row digits on a multiple 01

10. Work has just begun {February 1942) on the still

limited material,
it A 5~digit probably systematic code with 100,000 groups

was enciphered with a table of letters. The ^00 pairs

of letters occurring in the first and second or fourth

and fifth places were reduced by equating to a 100-pXace

cable for the first and second and one for the fourth and

fifth places and the 26 middle letters (in the third place)

have likewise been reduced by equating to a 10-place table.

Toe conversion to numbers proceeded slowly because

of the very sparse incoming material. From the 23rd of

December 1941 to the breaking off of relations (29 th of

January 1942) only one telegram, of this sort was receivea

.

In the year 1941, 248 Brazilian telegrams were edited.

Spain—t\ +. —*

—

V; orked on : .

A 4-digit, partly systematic code with 10,000 groups called

'W', The telegrams enciphered in this cede in the traffic

Madrid-Bogota, Quito, San Salvador, Sofia, San Juan de Puerto

Rico and in part Guatemala were completely r'jai
. ..

:ne remaining

traffic was only noted. The traffic Madrid-Berlin fell off al-

most entirely; in 1941 eight telegrams were received.

In the year 1941, ^4 Spanish telegrams tfere edited.

Argentina—xi.—.......

"Worked on:

a) I\ 5-digit systematic code with 110,000 groups. In rso'so of

the traffic there vas a change of groups lrou^/i audition or si

eubtracticn of a constant sun. 0ccasionoJ.ly, also, in one and
tSI same telegram addition and subtraction were used inter-
changeably. The traffic was solved and the telegrams were read
and edited almost without gaps.
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Bol.1 r , >.

ITSSJ**** w^h 78,000 groups is enciphered with

and iGo-place letter code-tables for the g^g,
and in frequently changing regrouping of »e

and
rm.« ^^m**,,, 4*Ailrr-r*Mmi which vere both very sparse auu. ^

1000
uinns

The incoming telegrams wix-l^h "~r~ ' " * _ *
n-

teresting in content could he read with some gapo

In the year 1941 one Bolivian telegram was reaa.

Chile

V p?*Vsd on*

A 1 to t ietter systematic code with 42 000 g^!™^™*,
built up by the autumn of 19*0 to such a poi»fc tbat theJ?"^8"

were read almost without gap. A photocopy of the captured or-

iginal which was placed at our disposal at ^\^J™?*oa

sibie a complete reading of the telegrams from chat tjne on.

Hot worked on: , , . -,

A very sledom used systematic, 4-letter code m consular

traffic (Passport) and a new diplomatic
;
od8

.' f.^^ ,° _
the stili limited material. Up to this time 12 telegrams have

been received since the 25th of August, 1941.

In the year 1941, 2?3 Chilean telegrams were read.

Dominican Republic
%

Columnar
n
system ( Spaltenverfahren) with 5 T26, which is ap-

plied to the plain text. Occasionally, also, plain text passages

apoear in the enciphered messages - the keys vere solved and

the incoming telegrams were accordingly completely read. In

the year 1941 one Dominican telegram was read.

Ecuador

forked on:
.

_

A 2 to 4 letter systematic code with 6a, 945 groups with

interspersed clear text. The code was solved and the messages

could be completely read.
Not worked on;

A letter consular system, in which only one telegram was

I*oc^ V©cx

In the year 1941, 25 Ecuadorian telegrams were read.

lombia
V/orked on:
Columnar systems with 5 to 15 T26, which are directly ap-

plied to the plain text without any text between. The telegr

which came in at great intervals, were read by the solution of

the current substitution table.
In 1941, 45 Colombian messages were read.

TO? SECRET
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T U f & ^ -*

a \ r. a, m bfca* code vi'ch about lOo di-. ...
c,

' "

there was a device wnereb.v eaui group
? !! ri^r^I twsifl code I to about*

of the enci^hermemt solved, ao that x-eHegrasts or

)<xrrr& 17ere? completely reaa, ana
f

>. \ V. v M'nfe, kA,, >-k { ..vh ••''-„••' ic-i.-M od. the compile :

: loh o.i

r f i©ttea? : 3de book which is buiXt en tue plan, ouvaiiw*

r

c ; isolated consular fceleg#tt«, whose text is tnolj^erea in

rjravir f •.ohic-^;\ro In c&e pyoosss of being woricec on.

7 Mexican Hfc®&s*^r©3 wore r

A pai?t3?.r syj?te e^fcic letter code. For the va2?X

digraohie and trigraphic letter code tables vere us*~

of the first and second letters of a rpoup ana ror wis

fourth aisd fifth "Letters, respectively*
has bexmn on the solution of the code book a&d

-

abl@3i On account of a lack of oerscinnol the bui.

code booh has not been ablo to be oop.txnU@u.

^ "SI* C5 l" i
"* '*' '*t *f

j i «j ^ Uivt w ~ c 4 -1 et t er coS^ -.//-th 2 . 1 4^ groui-.; irith Lnte -

tes^t anti plain tez t enc Iphexnaent . S or this 100*

LX\ri.dua] Xottsp oi t»Yi& plain t©xtj 03? x ox* a consonantJ witn *

1

:l .icy, :i.t a 2-digit g3?©up is sub^ . ^ ,uuv

It::;;,, vjor-xed Out and the code tables c;u?v.'ently
the f«-'i; Inconiiiig messages can be completelg

• Iij 19^*X# 21 siessaiges vere read .t'roia CfPUg

• • i
i r>r»
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Fron OHM*. Havana, Panama and ^f^^0^^ifS,,,

sages are 30 extraordinarily unimportant that W% once

;:e-c>_ t:n:l::;; note of them.
inGt.oaKO wa3 read. .

From Panama and Guatemala one plain texu message

In 1941 from this group a total of 1639 messages vas ree<

Personnel

Section heaa: Miss nagen i*f««a Watmlak
Udle 9 on English, Portuguese and in part Spanish: Kiss VW&IW
Colleague on Spanish: Kiss Noll
Assistants: Miss Fellbaum

n v. Itaisenberg
M Xleppln

Mr 3. Cfferinann
Miss Roebclce

Seele
" Titschack

Berlin: v H November j

:-2

isl&tea bv Lt. M. G. Lane
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•;orx

jalii and Latin >.r'.r

5-letter ; • ; :; .'red b* # one alp! abet* t w £^x~ov-Wi

foe re-
£.ach

0

-

. cuic vithout
it on : oii • cii'CuitB foi*

f If

H
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>2? OX

£ *%> r. 4 v*
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4- VM Urn
>. V - ..ous cir-

c or :Ltxactxns f^oa t x Ijj^x ... r- "on-
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-

^

:
-
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Argentina

VJltb .stematic §-«igi* code of 110,000 group, on mm
• J.

Co o

cxreuits changes in the groups arc

tion of a constant.
re made by addition or subtrac

Bolivia

A 3~diglt code of 73,000 groups is enciphered with a 1000-

ee ;
. lOti-place letter table for page or line nuraoers and D$

sirmltaneoua re -grouping of the group elements. Replacement

dates are quite irregular.

Dominican Hep ublic

Substitution system with. 3 alphabets applied to the plain
text. Replacement quite irregular.

. *
' Colombia -

•

Substitution system with b alphabets applied to the plain
text* Replacement quite irregular.

Mexico

According to approximately 100 indicators eac.ii grou£ of
the systematic 5-letter code is changed into a group lyin^ 1-100
places farther on in the decoding section. IIo change in aoCe of
enc.vvherment has been made.

Peru

As on:;i;.:.'erment for the partially systematic 5-lctter code

QlgraphiC and trigraphic tables are used for the first and second
and the third, fourth and 5th letters, respectively. These table
are different for each circuit. Ho replacement of tables has been
mad

s

.Vlair text interposed between groups of a -letter code
:>rc enciphered with a 100-place numerical table s so that for
each letteap of plain teoct or for a consonant plus following
vov/el a 2-'digit nuinber is substituted*. Frequent endings and
punctuation are represented b$ 5-digit numbers, e.#. Jw-ion
Replacement very irregular.

Venezuela

Plain text introduced between the groups of a systematic
^-letter code is enciphered by a substitution system wich one
to ten alphabets. Moreover. c:i erne circuit c the groups are
pushed alone; ''rem 1 to 10 positions in the co: hoolace: :ent

is quite irregular.
• m 1 .

1 .

f

»

B afjen
1-2^2

T 0 f L C



top s b e n i>> i'

MVSTOPL JSEPOR'I' FOR 1^2
ON TEE S&C^IOtf

BRITISH EMPIRE, IBBLATO
THIUXAMD . PORTUGAL SPAIN

Lh™C iiMKEICA
.

BRITISH EMPIRE •

1.
' B 22 , a s^atematic code?* .

2. iB 35' - a ^-letter .uon-pysteiaatj c code , .

h vih , a -^ulace non- systematic let ter code construe i.e. a m
the same fashion as B $5* * but vlth minor variations.

f

a

is made In the spelling procedure tmien lrt a po -'.a

but a simple substitution alphabet of 26 letters. WVK on t*i

c:.s..- i;.^ began affces? the construction of prelliainar •>
etuoies

r: t .
'j s?.-ring of 19^2 but Has a-ain laid aside after a aaor*

fciioe because other work was more pressing. In Oc cooer-
v voVi: was taken t$ again and by. tne end ^ of the year

? . noSp
6

t iOusand groups were broken. On ti e 21st ox Movemoer,

e rat ^elegfaTtf was read ; incoming traffic was so

^ 11..;: .t and the . Ion tent so uninteresting that work was not

'-."u-ieo intensively . >.

•• -

t a &~piace non-sT^vemat:io letter com oi jao.

strueted in almost the seme fasaion as Bh.h .
\ts: e cc

.Y.r. been in use since 1 Ma^j 19^2. fee pre" > - J
-

1

sro

..... - -

a &artaa in May and the ?-emaining work in Juno.

ojyj 2500 groups had been recovered. The firs
B\ thfc end of

read
*

earl:* in Octoter, 19^2 « In this code, el so, traffi

. .yrte had fallen off greatly and the content of tlie *-~i<*

3 »j gas h e ti o e creased gre a

t

'vj in imp

o

x
1 1 m » — *

Kagliftli nurher codes:

'!';>: Xu te rcie partmental Code 1 (original desig.na"lic

trfcf: e received was slight and in consequence t

auences, whiCli were received only late from the Ministry of A'vi

tion, revealed fragments of a text vhich was generally unlntter-

v-k veil stopped in the s^mic r of 19^.

1 O uli^U

v\; r rieba.Aleci suateraents about ttie codes a)id systems mentioned In

Litis ri::^rt vMch Here in use before February 19^2 are to be f

in ti.e Manual report of 19^1 and t.ne report on decipherae&t vork
/ w • -

. r T S? rni ii -p^ '
K) Jig

X



n 1 op s h 0 R a s

-

a) English nuaerisal s^storosJexoei. ,
Lto)

palmas in Vhiofc

b A eotfaula* astern used oettfeen Tenerxf.a <mo i*
;^lter Gf the

it was a case of transposed plaJJi text- ii fruitless
F , A . (Fcrschungsamt) ikowd us in FeWttary

,

attempts at solution were maae torn*
• 8V8tomatic 3-lette*

o) The Indian Code original designation a ^ r start
bode title* «w laid aside due to lac: el matex,-.- ai

.on solution had been achieved,
Qr ..-,,>^ Jir>Ptelv 17*000 groups

d! A om-aysjttfiati? ^-letter coue ol Pf f2™5^
'

not worked on dve to lack of adequate material

Australia

.->. was cone on:

(see England § 2)

llorked on:
( .. England a 2)

fc/Ov. I'll — j-V^ci.

B 22 (see England a 2} .

b) B 25' , a systematic b-letter code,

Tt*ttoT%*tm used in traffic with Stockholm in union durim

i te ve«r oalv ;" messages were reeeiveo

;

%n tft- wir 19*2, §46 British Empire telegrams were read.

Exch gnge tilth 0»&»W ft»tfjfti,

una tlvea, about the e&d of Au^ur.' ,
19*12, C

LSOG groups) and beginning of November, Code B 5 (aoout

for copying* Since then a regular exchange of solved

„ . D«§ejl c /rx'i3d
*

on for ' B 3*1 1

'be tween 0 .K , K . and I'ers . Z • S

.

"

'.. '

(given on the 161 t of December, 19 ^ Code B 31

groups ) for copying; Ho exchange of groups Lfl Bade.

February 19' !, at the request of ORR . Vae ch te r . en attempt
_

bo ei tablieh contact with FJU whicn, aovevor, old ^ec

:d a general exchange of ideas. The onlj concrete result was^

see England a 2J
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Not v/orked on:
A number system duo to inadequate material

In I9h2, If6 Irish telegrams were read.

^ Of Ccobor, 22nd of Septouer MljUt <^5?*°& the
Cher© was a change of ke?d on the Berlin circuit In place o

_

previously aseC addition or subtraction of a multiple of ^ .

liiw oustoor of the group, a 5-placo additive sequence is bei,,, ^.a.

Pro ier names and words no* contained in the code are eneipuerea dj-

a substitution cable. Moreover, irregular spelling croups oe^xn-

oing wit,- 3.
1 used for geographical names have been replaceo oy owxio
th J.

IB 1942, 139 Thailand telegrams were read.

Exchange wi th F.A»

ii txie beginning of 19^2 the fhailand cod-;- was turned ovsr to

for copying.

Worked on:
a) a 5-di&1.t, partial!;/ systematic code of 50,000 group?

with encioherments. In the autumn of 1942 a new IGOO-place
substitution table used for this code on the Rome-Lisoon cir-

cuit was solved so that the icons tele-
:
;rara3, whic-ii up to the

summ«r of this 5ear were mostly sent in
:

>2o : (see b) and there-
after almost exclusively in ''502'

, cou"

b) \':Zo *
. a partialis systematic [}~digit

0}

mmm
•

od t of 6 1,500 vroups

1 4e .4 4. \ 61,500 groups
with encipiiorme..,

.

d) Telegraphic traffic between Lisbon and Luanda in which a simple
26-letter substitution is employed for enciphering Portuguese

Rot worked on. but taerelj wit cn ?•<**". duo to inadequate material:

Fart of the jUisboaa-Vidis tral'f J

traffic vi fch Portuguese color..-..--;; with the exception of Ivl . above
V4C"Ji C 1 0 nC3 C> JuU cui. iC Vh> 1* a 1

1

j. j J. • •

In the course o.v
f

eti !>':'\ /•;>£ !
;o:0.igu< S€ ac o ago 3 were

1

C )

b.xc lanr^o •
. . .

.... ... W9-

OH 14t£i !l4:cc]ibc .. . , a pi*3tto£?^hjLc COJ>; war.. \u:.cie of L.e or-
i^ljial coco &ool£ 205'#and of 9 of this appui'^jno. l l.-.-llxus substi-
tution w .*

• • had t en loaned to Fern. . . .; o , ;> , <

;
. • 205

1,

1

r- L oc .i
/ LOU ! / r©iilfix/lxT*;^ SUbstJ. tU-

u3 ..^o^coari^e ?f,srOu ,.-'-fJn^': $ -

"
; ^

*8? - i:
• u 01 i'V CO ,

1

.'J -1



Brasi

? o p S E C i\ » a

~ it -

Worked on:
a) Lettor systems:

1)
: Bras Bl) . I

£::-oups

.

systematic -letter code vith 165,000 (possible)

Bras h?.), a partially oysteaaiic 5-l«tter code- with 82,000
_

f»'Y""l Iff"* <"i

r^^jSTi Matfto code with ^o, ooo^roup, vhicn ^s yet

,::5 onls uoed lft isolated case* between Jgl»™* «^ J -

•Bran fe* , which is derived f*cn 'Bras BL- by Bitting
line numbers and substitution of page numbers,

r , ;. comes in very sparingly : In the course 01

telegrams •- no telegrams could be read in spite o

gre c. s in tto^tfOrk . -

In 19^2, 139 Brazilian telegrams were reao

.

2) Since mate
1942 only 9*

>ro~K0OO

beam
... u

0'!-
; (so-called for the indicator group of t •. code), a d:

Giali-; systematic code with 10,000 groups.

Kot worked on:
.

All other 3"/ steas. Berlin traffic is very sparse ana otner

cults would have to be watched and in time worked on by a very

Ho attmc-.p1 was made by O.ft.V. or ly J?. A. In F.A. tue i

held that machines were employed

.

Cn 19$2 a 22; Spanish telegrams were read.
» «

3 01 l
i .

sir-
Large
minion

V/orKcCi on:

! -letter systematic code of approximately 110,000 groups

A S«diitlt systematic code of 3,10,000 3UpS W

- vo rlr.ee! on to scant vaaterlals

^ ja, ..or code with

In 1942 j 2h0 Argentinian telegrams were :<?ead

i in nof]
1

a ie with r8
n '

3,1 li O

i ccd< j ;

•

•

J.

ID
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Lcoivea, ..stenotic letter code for consular traffic

Prow J.-.: Hovernier, 1942 on, tula system w ^^I^olwis state
Sail circuit* available here. The CftlU*» S5t to
it its .7. a&ohintf system, so that only ver- few messages f£
Solar em be read. fUe material available apparently is not.

; oi. brea&lng a machine system,

la 19**2 , 2/8 Chilian t&\e$#mB were read.

<

j.etter system coae

»

Not worked cm:
is tlar nvstem in letters in wSiieft only sporadic telegrams A1 i -

In 19 }12; 21 Ecuadorian telegrains wore read.

: * V i ^ *T-

: . ri'x-iren v:' tu 5 to %$ $26 (substitution alphabets

)

Ig directly above the plain text (are applied directly

;•: 1942.. 69 Colombian telegrams vere read.

1 <.^.

*, a systematic 5-letter code with end lermen
?tematic 5~letter code very similar to posies' in

>>. • on . Preliminary iKWPk vras begun in February « 1242, "but

. . "Z~- -v. »#••«-. i.'. s/.U-. ^ at the end cf Jure. On 22nd Auf 12 1,
first telegrate of this kind could be read. In th< -jl --v. vy j-

.•ance. the oririnal code book trus caoturei .. .

\F fulfilli^Y*

2'J*tb oi Il /Vember^ 19*2* solution oi* the Code Has achieved
raphio cop;/ of the original loacbed as I 25

nee bfoen the £ms telegrams ree ave al

ilt< >'x al' x'&n vith 20 T26 whi6h lie- directly ever tho plain
tout m Inter B$£a$e text (single enc enaent with 20

xchange yith 0,K. W.

r, 19^2^ photographic cop;/ of the orig
-

• • { i Tj
1 ^ X - •
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•

J2j

mn

c u t

- V

»

tauatle ^-letter code witjb 100 place substitution taole

Urttgu&sari tele-grams were read.

far

sternatic ^-letter code with encipherment.
with 5 to 10 0?26 v.:lcu appl?

'• * £1 • f T
'1

forteauel&n telegrams yere read*

roc u to L: It

L <-

of other Toerc -Ameri qen. States enciphered telegrains
lacking so that only a few intercepted plain

Do::»l':... :

: a.*) Republic in

1 • V tY'l O

bhe v
t/
ear 1942 ...

r

3

1

1
o

olan.ii text

whole ibero-American field the receipt of traffic
ih consequence of breaking off of relations with Germans .

i ell

rso/me

-

. • V . ... - s

I'lJ-O O He LI

1 "•.» D

in tiie Fortuguooe and I ^# ^ o
l ias Seele (partlv engaged in indopend^i

ing t?jid translation in Portuguese)

/
*« oe r.eke

f

j?itsCiiac;-

book-br

T 0 p - . JL



(Cojjy to j» D.D.V.

)

» a. of tte doouwnta listed in Oi/i^

14th July, 1%5, in conjunction 1th Id- » ""^jST*.
for 1941 anJ 1942 (Dq/1262 of 14th Juno nd 1327 of 15th

S followinc idontific tions of the .ora Z "B« olawifioation. of

British oivil ay^tcno

(1) cox-toin

3#18» UMPtifTi Oittos R Cods (19J0)

1)#22# GoYerna»;nt Tolojpriflll COOS V 1 2j*

foreign Offioo tt Code

India Offios ConfiOonUai (Mi Q (1W5)

B.31. Ibroign iffloo 11 Cods (1941 )

••23

B«24«) South African versions of G«T.

B.26
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TOP SECRET

INTERROGATION REPORT ON

ORR HERMANN SCHERSCHMIDT

PERS. Z. S.. AUSV7AERI

The attached document is a report on the interrogation

of ORR Hermann SCHERSCHMIDT of Pers. Z.S., Auswaertiges Amt,

by Major W,P. Bundy, AUS and Capt, J.K. Lively, AU3 at

HEIDELBERG on 1st August 1945* SCHERSCHMIDT is a specialist

in Turkish and Slavonic code-breaking.

TICOM
11 August 1945 No. of Pages 4

DISTRIBUTION
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Director
D.D.3 (2)
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TOP SECRET 2. TICG>&ft-63

HERLIANN SCHERSCHLTDT

Of Persf Z.3., Auswaertiges Ant

At Heidalbera
1 Augus- J^IS

Interrogators:
Major W.P. Bundy, Sig. C,

Captain J.K.Lively, Sig. C.

1 . Circumstances . Soherschmidt was located in the eye clinic

of the Heidelberg University Hospital, recovering from a cataract

operation. Although weak he was mentally clear and his answers were

almost too voluble to permit notes. He was completely cooperative,

and his whole attitude was exactly like that of other Pers Z.S.

people. He was absolutely scientific in his approach and kept fish-

ing for an exchange of information on the subject, appearing surprised

at the ignorance of interrogators. In sum, a complete academic, of

about B analytic powers,

2. Personal History. Soherschmidt is somewhat over 50 years

old. Was a student in 1914, became involved in crypt in the Army

,

and settled down in Pers. Z. S. soon after the war to make this his

life work. Except for the period March 1943 - September 1944, when

personal differences caused him to transfer to straight translation

work in the document translation section of the A. A. , he was with

Pers. Z.S. continuously until his capture at ZSCHEPPLIN on 26 April

1945.

3. crypt Specialties . Soherschmidt was primarily engaged in

the linguistic side of cryptanalysis , working on pure codes after the

encipherment was removed. (The Polish diplomatic problem was an

exception, as the two parts of the problem were inseparable.) Schsr-

schmidt claims to have learned Turkish, Polish and Bulgarian in

addition to a smattering of English, French, Russian, and Spanish.

He was engaged entirely in Turkish work from 1934 to 1939* and in

Polish from 1939 to the end of 1942. While in document translation

in 1943-4 worked on Bulgarian books (and found it very boring),

and after his return he did translation and supervision of book-

breaking on Turkish codes.

^ Turkish codes . Soherschmidt was not interrogated in detail

on his'work in Turkish. He said success was very great throughout.

In the period 1934-39 the codes were unsystematic (and in Latin at

least partially)* In 1944-5 the code on which he worked was systematic,

with a cyclic additive, and was broken easily.

5 # polish Systems . Scherschmidt worked entirely on diplo-

matic traffic and was not familiar with military or agent systems or

with any successes achieved on them. He had dabbled in Polish through-

out his Pers Z.S. career and early in 1939 he was assigned to the main

diplomatic cede of the Polish Foreign Office. This had been in

force since 1934, and some unsuccessful research had been done in an

effort to ascertain the encipherment used. The problem was given a

very high priority in 1939 and Scherschmidt had first class assistance.

With the aid of a captured specir.er. zf e r.oiphsment and a captured

description of the indicator system, the first message was read early



3. 'tippm/i-H

in 1940» The cod© was i^oovered gradually, and in 1941 and 1942

all messages were read, most of them currently. The code went out

of use in October 1942 and was replaced by a letter code. Scher-

schmidt did a little work on this at first but did not come back to

the problem later. He said the code was never solved, and he did

not know details of the attacks made on it by KUNZE and others.

6. From 1935 to 1942 the Polish Government in Warsaw and

later in London used a single unsystematic 4-digit code. The consu-

lar services used the diplomatic code of the preceding period. In
the diplomatic net a separate pair of encipherment tables was pro-

vided for each outstation with one pair for broadcast messages.

Scherschroidt remembered traffic to the following points from the

Polish Government in LONDON: WASHINGTON (very little), CONSTANTI-

NOPLE, MADRID
j
MOSCOW, ROME (the VATICAN) and BERN. Scherschmidt

.

could not recall the contents of any of this traffic except that

he did recall much talk on the MOSCOW link of negotiations between

SIKORSKI and STALIN at one period. Scherschmidt remarked that the

German White Paper on Poland included no traffic broken by his sec-

tion; he v/as told that its materials were captured.
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